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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall generalize the following well-known theorem on a relation
between Prikry forcing and iterated ultrapowers.
Theorem 1.1 (Solovay). Assume $\kappa\iota s$ a measurable cardinal and $U$ is a no rmal
ultrafilter on $Pi$ . Let $\langle M_{n},j_{m,n}|m\leq n\leq\iota v\rangle$ be the $ite$ f\ation, of ultrapowers of $V$ by
U. Then the sequence $\langle$’.o,Js) $|n\in\omega\rangle$ is a Prikry generic sequence for $M_{uJ}$ with
respect to $j_{0}$ , $\omega(U)$ .
We generalize the above theorem for normal filters wliich are not necessarily
maximal. Of course, the above theorem can be restated using the dual ideal of
$U$ . In this paper we argue with ideals instead of filters. To generalize the above
theorem, we must generalze Prikry Forcing and the iteration of ultrapowers for
normal ideals which are not necessarily maximal. The iteration of ultrapowers has
an obvious generalization, i.e. the iteration of generic ultrapowers. On the other
hand, there are two natural generalizations of Prikry Forcing.
Let I be a nonnal ideal on $\kappa$ . If I is maximal then tree type Prikry Forcing, $PRi$ ,
consists of all pairs $\langle t, T\rangle$ such that $t\in<\omega\kappa$ and $T\subseteq\backslash ’$’ $t\mathrm{t}$ is a tree in which every
node has $I$-measure 1 immediate successors, i.e. for each $\mathrm{s}$ $\in T$ , $\{\xi\in \kappa |s^{\wedge}\langle\xi\rangle\}$
is in the dual filter of $I$ . The order is defined by $\langle t_{1}, T_{1}\rangle\leq\langle t_{2}, T_{2}\rangle$ if for each
$\mathrm{s}_{1}$
$\in T_{1}$ ., there is $s_{2}\in T_{2}$ such that $t_{1}^{\wedge}s_{1}$ $=t_{\underline{?}}^{\wedge}s_{2}$ . In this case “/-measure 1” and
“/-positive” coincide, but if I is not maximal then this is not the case. So if I is
not maximal then there are two natural generalizations of Prikry Forcing, $PR_{I}^{*}$ and
$PR_{I}^{+}1PR_{I}^{*}$ consists of all { $t,T\rangle$ such that $t$ $\in<\omega\kappa$ and $T$ is a tree in which every
node has $I$-measure 1 immediate successors. $PR_{I}^{+}$ consists of all $\langle t, T\rangle$ such that
$t$ $\in<\omega$ ti and $T$ is a tree in which every node has $I$-positive immediate successors.
In both $PR_{I}^{l}$ and $PR_{I}^{+}$ , order is defined in the same way as Prikry Forcing. In this
paper we generalize the above theorem for both $PR_{I}^{*}$ and $PR_{I}^{+}$ (Theorem 3.3 and
3.5).
In Section 2 we study basic facts on the finite step iteration of generic ultrapow-
ers. In particular, we show that the $n$-th iterate of generic ultrapowers by an ideal
I can be represented as a one step generic ultrapower by the $n$-th Fubini power of
$I$ . In Section 3 we generalize Solovay $\mathrm{s}$ theorem for both $PR_{I}^{*}$ and $PR_{I}^{+}$ .
Basic Definitions and facts about embeddings between partial orderings:
Let IP and $\mathbb{Q}$ be partial orderings.
$\sigma$ : $\mathrm{P}$ $arrow \mathbb{Q}$ is a complete embedding if
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(1) ais order preserving, i.e. $lp_{1}$ , $p_{2}\in$ I[’, $p_{1}\leq p_{2}arrow\sigma(p_{1})\leq\sigma(p_{2})$ .
$(^{\underline{\mathrm{Q}}}.)$ If $t1$ $\subseteq$ P is a maximal antichain of $\mathrm{P}$ , $\sigma[A]$ is a maximal antichain of Q.
$\pi$ : $\mathbb{Q}arrow$ P is a projection if
(1) $\pi$ is order preserving, i.e. $\forall$q1, $q_{2}\in \mathbb{Q}_{i}q_{1}\leq q_{2}arrow\pi(q_{1})\leq\pi(q\underline{\circ})$.
(2) $lq$ $\in \mathbb{Q}\forall p\in$ JP, if $p\leq\pi(q)$ then there is a $q^{*}\leq q$ such that $\pi(q^{*})=p.$
Projections which appear in this paper have $\dot{\mathrm{t}}$he following additional property:
(3) $lq$ $\in$ QVp $\in$ P, if $p\geq$ it(q) then there is a $q^{*}\geq q$ such that $\pi(q\mathrm{i})$ $=p.$
We call $\pi$ a good projection if $\pi$ satisfies $(1)-(3)$ .
If $\sigma$ : $\mathrm{P}$ ” $\mathbb{Q}$ is a complete embedding and $G$ is $\mathrm{P}$-generic then the quotient $\mathbb{Q}/{}_{\sigma}C_{\tau}$
is the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . obtained from restricting $\mathbb{Q}$ to {$q\in \mathbb{Q}|ip$ $\in G,$ $q$ is compatible with
$\sigma(p)\}$ . If $\pi$ : $\mathbb{Q}arrow l$ is a projection and $G$ is $\mathrm{P}$-generic then the quotient $\mathbb{Q}/\pi G$ is
the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . obtained from restricting $\mathbb{Q}$ to ,$\tau^{-1}[G]$ . If $\sigma$ or $\pi$ is clear from the context,
we just’write $\mathbb{Q}/G$ for $\mathrm{Q}/\mathrm{a}\mathrm{G}$ or $\mathbb{Q}/\pi$G.
We present basic facts on complete embeddings and projections without proof.
Fact r Let P and $\mathbb{Q}$ be p.0..
(1) Assume that $\sigma$ : $\mathrm{P}" \mathrm{p}$ $\mathbb{Q}$ is a complete embedding. Then $H$ is $(\mathrm{t}^{J}, \mathbb{Q})$-generic
iff $G:=\sigma^{-1}[H]$ is $(\ddagger^{\gamma},\mathrm{P})$ -generic and $H$ is $(V[G], \mathbb{Q}/\sigma G)$ -generic
(2) Assume that $\pi$ : $\mathbb{Q}arrow I$ is a good projection. Then $H$ is $(V, \mathbb{Q})$ -generic iff
$G:=\pi[H]$ is ( $1^{\gamma}$, $P$ -generic and $Hi.s(V[G], \mathbb{Q}/\pi G)$ -generic
(3) Assume that $\sigma$ : $\mathrm{P}arrow \mathbb{Q}$ is a complete embedding $\pi$ : $\mathbb{Q}arrow$ P is a projection
and $rr\mathrm{o}\sigma=$ ’id.
(a) If If is $(V, \mathbb{Q})-$generic then $\sigma^{-1}[H]=\pi[H]$ .
(b) If $G$ is $(V,|\neg \mathrm{D}arrow)$ -generic then $\mathrm{Q}/\mathrm{a}\mathrm{G}=\mathbb{Q}./\pi G$ .
2. FINITE STEP ITERATION OF GENERIC ULTRAPOWERS.
In this section we study basics on the finite step iteration of generic ultrapowers.
This is a natural generalization of Kunen’s theory of iterated ultrapower. If $n\in t$
and $U$ is an ultrafilter on $\kappa*$ then the $n$-th power of [$\gamma$ , $U^{n}$ , can be defined as an
ultrafilter on $n\kappa$ and the $n$-th iterate of ultrapowers of $V$ by $U$ can be represented
as a one-step ultrapower of $V$ by Un. In this section we generalize this for the
iteration of generic ultrapowers.
2. 1. Fubini powers of ideals.
In $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{s}$ subsection we introduce ihe Fubini powers of ideals and their basic $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\gamma$
erties. Throughout this subsection, let $\kappa$ be an uncountable regular cardinal and $I$
be a $l\dot{\iota}$-complete ideal on $\kappa$ .
For each n $\in\omega$ , the $n_{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ Fubini power of I. $I^{n}$ , is the ideal on $n\kappa$ defined as
follows: Let F $:=\{\emptyset\}$ . Note that $0_{\mathrm{P}}$$\dot{\mathrm{u}}=\{\langle\rangle\}$ , where \langle \rangle is the empty sequence. So $I^{0}$
is an ideal on $0\kappa$ and $(I^{0}).|-=(F)^{\mathrm{s}}=\{\{\langle\rangle\}\}$ . Assuming $I_{\iota}^{n}$ was defined as an ideal
on ” $f_{\dot{\mathrm{b}}}$ , let $I^{n+1}$ be the ideal on $n+1\wedge\cdot$ such that for each A $\subseteq n+1\kappa$
A $\in I^{n+1}$ $\Leftrightarrow$ {s $\in n\kappa$| $\{\xi<$g |s’’$\langle()\in 4\} \in I \}\in(I^{n})^{\mathrm{s}_{\wedge}}$
It can be easily seen that $I^{n+1}$ is a $\kappa$-complete ideal on $nf1h’.$ . Note that $I^{1}$ and
I are the same if we identify $\kappa$ with lh.. in the obvious way. (For each sequence s,
$\langle\rangle\wedge s$ $-\wedge\langle\rangle=s.)$
The following lemma is basic:
Lemma 2.1. Assume m $\leq n\in i.$ Then for each A $\subseteq$ ”t
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(1) $A\in I^{n}$ $\Leftrightarrow$ { $S\in m\mathrm{g}$ $|\{t\in n-$ ,t. $|s^{\wedge}t\in A\}\in I^{n-m}$ } $\in(I^{m})^{*}$ ,
(2) $A\in(I^{n})^{+}$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $\{s \in n’ \mathrm{x} |\{t\in’-m\mathrm{x} |\mathrm{s} " ?\in 4\}\in(I^{n-\tau n})^{\dashv}-\}$ $\in(I^{m})^{-+}\dot,$
(3) $A\in(I^{n})^{*}$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $\{s\in m\kappa |\{t\in n-m\mathrm{x} |\mathrm{s}^{\wedge}t\in 4\} \in(I^{n-m})’\}$ $\in(I^{m},)^{*}$ .
Proof. By induction on the lexicographical order of $(n$ . 77? $)$ , we show $(1)-(3)$ simul-
taneously. If $n=7n$ $=0$ then $(1)-(3)$ are trivial. Assume $m\leq n\in\omega$ alld $(1)-(3)$
are true for each pair $m_{\backslash }’n’$ such that $m’\leq n’$. and $(n’, n?’)<(n, m)$ . Because (2)
and (3) follow from (1), it suffices to show (1) for $m$ , $n$ . If $m=n.$ then (1) is trivial
and if $m=?\iota-1$ then (1) is the definition of In. So we may assume $m<n-1.$
Take an arbitrary $A\subseteq n$K. For each $s\in n-1\kappa$ } let $A_{s}$ be $\{\xi<\kappa|s^{\wedge}\langle F\rangle \in A\}$ .
Then
$A\in I^{n}$
$\Leftrightarrow$ $\{\mathrm{s} \in n-1tC |A_{s}\in I\}$ $\mathrm{E}$ $(I^{n-1})^{*}$
$\Leftrightarrow$ $\{t\in m\kappa|\{u\in n-1-m\kappa. |A_{t^{\wedge}\mathrm{u}}=I\}\mathrm{E}(I^{n-1-m})^{*}\}\in(I^{1n})^{*}$
9 $\{t\in m\mathrm{g} |\{v\in n-m\kappa |t^{\wedge}v\in A\}\in I^{n-m}\}$ $\in(I^{m})^{*}$ .
The first aaid third equivalences follow from the definition of $I^{n}$ and $I^{n-m}$ . The
second equivalence follows from the induction hypothesis. Cl
If $m\leq n<\omega$ , there are a natural complete embedding and a projection between
$\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ ‘ and $\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ .
Let $\sigma_{m,n}$ : $\prime p(^{m}\kappa)$ $arrow F\mathit{5}(^{n}F_{\dot{\cup}})$ be the function such that for each $A$ I $m\kappa$ ,
$\sigma_{m,r\mathrm{z}}(A):=\{s\in n\kappa. |s\lceil m \in 4\}$
alld let $\pi_{n,m}$ : $P(’ \mathrm{x})$ $arrow P(^{m}\kappa)$ be the function such that for each $B\subseteq n\kappa$ ,
$\pi_{n,\tau n}(B):=$ $\{s \in m\mathrm{x} |\{t\in n-m\kappa |s^{\wedge}t\in B\}\in(\Gamma^{\mathrm{t}}-m)^{+}\}$ .
Note that if $m=n$ then $\sigma_{m,n}=\pi_{n,m}=id.$
By Lemma 2.1, if $m\leq n$ then $\sigma_{m,n}[(I^{rn})^{+}]\subseteq(I^{n})^{+}$ and $\pi_{n,m}[(I^{n})^{+}]\subseteq(I^{m})^{+}\ulcorner$
Moreover, as we show in the next lemma, $\sigma_{m,n}\lceil(I^{m})^{+}$ is a complete embedding
from $\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ ‘ to $\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ and $\pi_{n,m}$ [ $(I^{n})^{+}$ is a projection from $P/n$ to $\mathrm{P}_{I^{n\iota}}$ . We call $\sigma_{m,n}$ the
natural complete embedding associated with I and call $\pi_{n}$ , $m$ the natural projection
associated with $I$ .
Lemma 2.2. As8utae $l\leq m\leq n\in\omega$ . Then the following hold:
(1) $\sigma_{?n.n}0\sigma_{l,m}=\sigma_{l.n}$, $\cdot$
(2) $\pi_{m,l}0\pi_{n}$ . $mn,\mathrm{t}=\pi$ .
(3) $\pi_{n,m}\mathrm{o}r_{m,n}=id|\mathrm{P}(^{m}\kappa)$ .
(4) $A\in(I^{m})^{+}\Leftrightarrow\sigma_{m,,n}(A)\in(I^{n})^{+}$ . for each $A\subseteq n\mathrm{g}$ .
$(\overline{\mathrm{a}})A\in(l^{n})^{+}\Leftrightarrow\pi_{n,m}(A)\in(I^{m})_{i}^{+}$ for each $A\subseteq nl\kappa$.
(6) $\sigma_{m,n}$ | $(I^{m})^{+}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{I^{m}}arrow \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ is a complete embedding
(7) $\pi_{n,m}$ [ $(I^{n})^{+}$ : $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}_{I^{n}}arrow \mathrm{P}_{I^{\mathit{7}\mathrm{n}}}$ is a good projection.
Proof. (1) and (3) are clear by the definition of $\sigma$ and $\pi$ . $(2),(4)|$ and (5) are clear
by Lemma 2.1. So we show (6) and (7). We can assume $m<n.$
(6). Clearly $\sigma_{m}$ , $n$ is order preserving and $ALB$ ” $\sigma_{m,n}(A)[perp]\sigma_{m,n}(B)$ for each
$A$ , $B\in \mathrm{P}_{(In^{m})}$ . So it suffices to show that if $M\subseteq P/m$ is predense then $\sigma_{m,n}[\lambda f]$ is
predense in $\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ . Assume $M\subseteq P/m$ is predense. Take an arbitrary $\mathit{4}\in \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ . We
must find $B\in M$ such that $r_{m,n}(B)\cap A\in(I^{n})^{+}$ Because $\pi_{n,m}(A)\in \mathrm{P}_{I},n$ we can
take $B\in$ A# such that $B\cap\pi_{n.m},(A)\in(I^{m})^{+}$ Then for each $s\in B\cap\pi_{n,m}(A)$ ,
$\{t \in n-m\kappa|s" t \in\sigma_{m,n}(B)\cap 4\}$ $=$ $\{l\in n-m\mathrm{g} |s^{\wedge}t\in A\}$ 49 $(I^{n-m})^{+_{\mathrm{t}}}$
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So, by Lemma 2.1, $r_{m,n}(B)$ $\cap A\in(I^{n})^{+}$
(7). Clearly $\pi_{n}$ , $m$ is order preserving. By (3)., $\pi_{n,m}$ is surjective. Assume $A\in$
$\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ , $5\in \mathrm{L}\mathrm{p}_{I^{ne}}$ and $B\leq\pi_{n,m}(A)$ . Then, for each $s$ % $B$ ,
$\{t\in n-\tau n\kappa|s^{\wedge}t_{d}\in\sigma_{m,n}(B)\cap A\}=$ {$t\in n-m$ pc $|s^{\wedge}t\in$ $/\mathrm{i}$ } $\in(I^{n-m})^{+}$
So $C$ $:=ym,n(B)\cap A\in(I^{n})^{+}$ Moreover, clearly, $C_{J}\leq A$ and $\pi_{n,m}(C_{J})=B.$ So
$\pi_{n.\mathrm{z}n}$ is a projection. It is easy to see that $\pi_{n,m}$ is good. $\square$
Lemma 2.3. $\Lambda$.sserme I is normal. Let $n\in$ $\omega$ . Then $A\in(I^{n})^{*}$ if and only if there
is an $X\in I^{*}$ such that $A\subseteq$ [X]nf where $[X]^{n}$ is the set of all strictly increasing
sequences of elements of $X$ of length $\mathrm{n}$ .
Proof. If $X\in I^{*}$ then it can be easily seen that $[X]^{n}\in(I^{n})^{*}$ . So $(\Leftarrow)$ is true. We
show $(\Rightarrow)$ by induction on $n\in\omega$ . If $n$ $=0$ or $n,$ $=1$ then this is clear. So, assunig
$n>1$ and $(\Rightarrow)$ is true for rt.-l, we show this for $n$ .
Assume $A\in(I^{n})^{*}$ . For each $t\in"$-1;. let $A_{t}:=\{\xi<\kappa|t^{\wedge}\langle\xi\rangle\in A\}$ .
Then $B:=\{t\in n-1\kappa|A_{t}\in I^{*}\}\in$ $(I^{n-1})$ ’, By the induction hypothesis, there
is a }$’\in I^{*}$ such that $B\supseteq[\mathrm{Y}]^{n-1}$ . For each $\xi<\kappa^{\wedge}$ , let $A_{\xi}:=\cap\{A_{t}|t\in$
$B\Lambda$ mair(t) $<\xi\}$ . Because I is $Pi$ complete $A_{\xi}\in I^{*}$ . Let $Z$ $;=\Delta_{\backslash }e\in\kappa A\xi\in I^{*}$ . Then
let $X:=\mathrm{Y}\cap Z\cap$ Lim(K) $\in I^{*}$ . We show that if $s\in[X]^{n}$ then $s\in A.$ Assume
$\mathit{8}\in$ [X]n. Then, because $s$ jn-l $\in[1’]^{n-1}$ , $s \int n-I$ $\in B.$ Let $\xi:=\max(s\lceil n-1)+1$ .
Then $\max(s [n-1)<f$ $<s(n-1)$ . Because $s\langle n-$ $1$ ) $\in Z,$ $s$ (r&-1) $\in A_{\xi}$ and so
$s(n-1)\in A_{s\triangleright-1}$ . This means $s\in A.$ Cl
2.2. Representation of a finite step iterated generic ultrapower.
In this subsection we see that a finite step iterated generic ultrapower of $V$ by
some ideal I can be represented as a one step generic ultrapower of $V$ by Fubini
powers of $I$ .
All through this subsection, in $V$ , fix $\kappa$ , $I$ , $\langle \mathrm{P}_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle$ , $\langle(\mathrm{r}_{n\iota,n}|m\leq n<\omega\rangle$ and
$\langle$
$\mathrm{z}\mathrm{r}_{n}$ , $m|$ $m,$ $\leq n<\omega\}$ so that
1 $\kappa$ is a regular uncountable cardinal,
1 I is a normal precipitous ideal on $\kappa$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$
$\sigma_{m,n}$ : $\mathrm{V}(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{K})$ $arrow P(^{n}\kappa)$ is the natural complete embedding associated with
$I$ ,
1 $\pi_{n,m}$ : $P(^{n}\kappa)$ $arrow 7’(n’\kappa)$ is the natural projection associated with $I_{j}$
$\mathrm{o}$ $\mathrm{P}_{n}:=$ $\mathrm{i}$
$I^{n}$ .
Our first aim is to show:
$\mathrm{o}$ $I^{n}$ is precipitous for each $n\in\omega$ .
$\mathrm{o}$ Assume C-n is $(V,\mathrm{P}_{n})$-generic and, for each $m\leq n$ , $G_{m}$ is the $(V,\mathrm{P}_{m})-$
generic filter naturally obtained from $G_{n}$ , i.e. $G_{m}=\pi_{n.m}[G_{n}](=\sigma_{m,n}^{-1}[G_{n}])$ .
In $\mathrm{V}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{m}]$ , let $M_{m}$ be the transitive collapse of Ultiy, $G_{m}$) for each $m\leq n.$
Then $\langle M_{m}|m\leq n\rangle$ is an iteration of generic ultrapowers of $V$ by $I$ .
We begin with the factor lemma for $\mathrm{P}_{n}$ .
Lemma 2.4. Assume that $m$ , $k\in$ $\mathrm{i}$ , $I^{m}$ is precipitous and $G_{m}$ is $a(V, \mathrm{P}_{m})$ generic
filter. Let $j_{n}$. : $Varrow M_{m}\cong$ Ult(V} $G_{m}$) be the generic elementary embedding and
$\kappa_{m}$ , $I_{m}$ , $\mathrm{f}_{k}^{\tau n}$ be $j_{m}(’)$ , $j_{m}(I)$ , $j_{m}(\mathrm{I}’ k)$ respectively. Then, ite $\mathrm{V}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{m}]$ , there $u$\dot s $a$
surjective dense embedding from $\mathrm{P}_{n\}+k}/G_{m}$ to $\mathbb{P}_{k}^{n}$ .
Note: In $\mathbb{J}\prime I_{m}$ , $I_{m}$ is a normal ideal on 4 and $\mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}=$ E $(I_{\tau \mathfrak{n}})^{\mathrm{h}}$ .
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Notation: Assume $m_{\backslash }k\in\omega$ . For each $4\subseteq m+c\kappa$ which is in $V$ , let $f_{m}^{A}$ be the
function on $n\iota\kappa$ such that
$f_{n\tau}^{r4}(s)$ $=$ $\{t\in k\kappa |s^{\wedge}t\in 4\}$
for each $s\in m\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}$ . (Note that $f_{m}^{A}\in V.$)
$Pro\mathrm{o}/$. In $\mathrm{V}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{m}]$ , let $d_{k}^{m}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{m+k}/C\tau marrow \mathbb{P}_{k}^{m}$ be the function such that
$d_{k}^{n}’(A):=[f_{m}^{A}]_{G_{m}}$
for each $A\in \mathrm{P}_{m_{l}+k}$ . Recall that $|\mathrm{I}\mathrm{P}_{m+k}/C_{m}’|=\pi_{m+k,m}^{-1}[C_{x_{m}}]$ . So if $A\in \mathrm{P}_{m+k}/G_{m}$
then $ff_{k}^{n}(A)\in \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}$ . Moreover it is clear that $M_{k}$ is surjective and order preserving.
So it suffices to show that if $A[perp] B$ in $\mathrm{P}_{m+k}/G_{n}$ then $f_{k}f^{n}(A)[perp] d_{k}^{m}(B)$ in $\mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}$ .
Assume $d_{k}^{m}(A)$ and $\theta_{k}^{n}(B)$ are compatible. Then, by Lci’s theorem,
$X:=$ $\{s \in m\kappa |f_{m}^{A}(s)\cap f_{m}^{B}(s)\in(I^{k})^{+}\}$ $\in G_{m}$
So, by the definition of $f_{m}^{4}$. and $f_{m}^{B}$ , $\pi_{m+k,m}(A\cap B)=X\in G_{m}$ . $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{s}$ means that
$A\cap B\in \mathrm{P}_{m+k}/G_{m}$ and so $A$ and $B$ are compatible in $I_{m+k}/G_{m}$ . $\square$
Next we show the factor lemma for a generic ultrapower of $V$ by In. If $G_{m+k}$
is $(V_{\mathrm{A}}^{\mathrm{p}},\sim)m+k$ generic alld $G_{m}=\pi_{m+k,m}[G_{m+k}]$ then $d_{k}^{m}[G_{m+k}.]$ is $(V[G_{m}], \mathrm{P}_{k}^{n\iota})-$
generic, where $\mathrm{P}_{k}^{nu}$. and $d_{k}^{m}$ are as in the previous lemma. (Note that $ff_{k}^{n}$ is sur-
jective.) Because $7\in M_{m}\subseteq V[G_{rn}]$ , $d_{k}^{m}[G_{m+k_{\backslash }}]$ is $(\Lambda f_{m}, \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m})$ generic, So, in
$V[G_{m\mathrm{j}k}]$ , we can construct $Ult(M_{m}, d_{k}^{\eta\gamma}[C_{\tau_{rn+k}}])$ . We see that this model is isomor-
phic to $Ult(V, G_{n\mathrm{z}+k})$ .
Lemma 2.4. Assume m, k $\in$ i, $I^{m}$ is precipitous and $G_{m1}$k is $(1^{7}’, \mathrm{P}_{nu+k})$ -generic.
Let $G_{m}:=\pi_{m+k,m}[G_{m+k}]$ . In $V[G_{m}]$ , let $j_{m}$ , $\mathrm{J}f_{m}$ , $\kappa_{m}$ , $I_{m}$ , $\mathrm{L}_{k}\neg\not\supset m$ be as in Lemma
2.4 and let $d_{k}^{m}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{m+k}/C_{\iota_{m}}arrow \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}$. be the de$nse$ embedding defined as in the
proof of Lemma 2.4. $I.n$ $V[G_{n?,+k}]$ , let $G_{k}^{m}=d_{k}^{m}[\mathrm{C}m+k]$ . Then $U$lt(V, $G_{m+k}.$ ) $\cong$
$Ult(M_{m}, G_{k}^{m})$ .
Notation: Assume $m$ , $k\in\omega$ . For each function $g\in V$ on $m+k$ (, let $f_{m}^{g}\in V$ be
the function on $m\kappa$ such that
$f_{m}^{g}(s)=$ the function on $k_{\kappa}$ such that $\forall t\in k\mathrm{t}.$ , $f_{n\iota}^{g}(s)(t)=g(s^{\wedge}t)$
for each s $\in mh..$
$Pro\mathrm{o}/$. In $V[G_{\tau n+k}]$ , define $\tau$ : Ult(Mm, $G_{n+k},$ ) $arrow U$ lt(\lambda fm’ $G_{k}^{m}$ ) as
$\tau((g)_{G_{n\iota+k}}):=([f_{m}^{g}]_{G_{m}})_{G_{k}^{nt}}$
for each $(g)_{G_{m+k}}\in Ult(V, G_{m+k})$ . We show that $\mathrm{r}$ is isomorphic.
First we see that $\mathrm{r}$ is well-defined, injective and elementary. Let $\varphi(v_{1}, \ldots, v_{l})$ be
a formula and $g_{1}$ , $\ldots$ , $g_{l}\in$ $\mathrm{I}$’ be functions on $ml$ $k\kappa$ . Then, by Los’s theorem,
$Ult(M_{m\prime}C_{\tau}i)$ $\mathrm{F}$ $\varphi(([f_{m}^{\mathit{9}1}]_{G_{m}})_{G_{k}^{m}}, \ldots, ([f_{m}^{\mathit{9}l}]_{G_{n\iota}})_{G_{k}^{m}})$ (1)
$\Leftrightarrow$ ( $t$ $\in khm|kI_{m}F$ $p([f\mathit{7}g]_{G_{m}}(t), \ldots, [f_{m}^{g\iota}]_{G_{m}}(t))\}\in G_{k}^{m}$ . (2)
Now, in $V_{\}}$ let $A\subseteq m+k\kappa$ be such that
$A:=$ {tz $\in m\dashv\cdot k\kappa|V\mathrm{F}$ $\varphi$($g_{1}(u)$ , $\ldots$ , $g_{l}(u)$ )}.
Then, for each s $\in m\mathrm{t}\kappa$
$f_{nl}^{A}(s)$ $=$ {t $\in k\mathrm{K}$|VF$\varphi(f_{m}^{g_{1}}(s)(t),$\ldots ,$f_{m}^{\mathit{9}\iota}(\mathit{8})(t))\}$
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holds in $V$ So, by Los’s theorem, in $Ai_{m}$ ,
$[f_{\tau n}^{A}]_{G_{m}}=\{t\in\kappa_{nl}k|\mathrm{A}f_{m}\models\varphi([f_{m}^{g_{1}}]_{C\tau}m(t)_{\backslash }, \cdots, [f_{m}^{g\iota}]_{C\mathrm{r}_{7’ 1}}(f,))\}$
Tlms
(2) $\Leftrightarrow$ $[f_{m}^{A}]_{C\tau}m\in C_{k}^{\tau n}l$ $\Leftrightarrow$? $A\in G_{m+k}$
$\Leftrightarrow$? $Ult(\mathcal{V}^{\vee}\prime G_{m+k},)\prime \mathrm{F}$ ’$((g_{1})_{G_{m1k}}, \ldots, (g_{l)})_{G_{m+k}})$ . (3)
For the second equivalence, recall that $\mathrm{W}$ $(A)=[f_{m}^{A}]_{G_{m}}$ and $C_{\tau_{k}}^{m}=d_{k}^{m}[G_{m+k}]$ .
The equivalence between (1) and (3) implies that $\tau$ is well-defined, injective and
elementary. (For the $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{U}$-definedness and injectivity, let 7 be the formula $” v1$ $=$
$v_{-}"$’.)
Finally it is clear from the definition that 7 is surjective. So $\tau$ is isomorphic. $\square$
Remark: If $Ult(V, G_{m+k})$ and $Ult(V, G_{k}^{m})$ are well-founded then, because the
above $\tau$ is isomorphic,
$[g]_{C\mathrm{r}_{m+k}}=[[f_{m}^{g}]_{G_{m}}]_{G_{\mathrm{k}}^{m}}$ .
Lemma 2.6. For each $m\in\omega$ , $I^{m}$ is precipitous.
Proof. We show this by induction on $m\in \mathrm{i}$ . If $m=$ 1, this is clear by the
precipitousness of $I$ . Assume $I^{m}$ is precipitous. Assume $G_{m+1}$ is $(V,\mathrm{P}_{\pi \mathrm{t}\dagger 1})$-generic.
Let $G_{m}=\pi_{m+\mathrm{J},m}[G_{m+1}]$ and $\mathrm{J}/I_{m}$ , $j_{\tau n}$ , $I_{m}$ , $C_{1}^{m}$ be as in Lemma 2.5. (Let $k=1.$)
Then $G_{1}^{m}$ is $(M_{m}, \mathrm{I}\mathrm{F}_{I_{m}})$ -generic. On the other hand, by the elementarity of $7_{m}$ ,
$M_{m}f\mathrm{F}$ $” I_{m}$ is precipitous”. So $Ult(AI_{m}, G_{1}^{m})$ is well-founded. So, by Lemma 2.5,
$Ult(V, C\tau n\iota 11)$ is well-founded. This shows $I^{m+1}$ is precipitous. 0
In the following lemma, note that if $m_{1}\leq m_{2}\leq n\in\omega$ , $G_{n}$ is (V,$\mathrm{P}_{n})$ generic
and $G_{m_{\mathrm{j}}}=trn,m_{J}[C_{\mathrm{T}}n](j=1,2)$ then $G_{m_{1}}=$ $\mathrm{z}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{m}_{2},m_{1}}$ $[C_{\tau}m_{2}]$ .
Lemma 2.7. Assume $n\in \mathrm{t}\acute{\iota}$ and $G_{n}$ is $(\mathrm{t}^{\mathcal{F}}, \mathrm{P}_{n})$ -generic. For each $m\leq n,$ let
$C\tau nz$ $:=\pi_{n,m}[G_{n}]$ and $M_{m}$ be the transitive collapse of $Ult(\mathrm{I}^{r},, G_{m})$ . For each $m<n,$
let $G_{1}^{m}$ be as in Lemma 2.5. Then $\langle$Mm’ $\mathrm{C}_{t}^{l}.1|m\leq n,$ $l<m\rangle$ $\mathrm{b}.9$ an iteration of
generic ultrapowers of $V$ by $I$ .
Proof. Clear by Lemma 2.5. $\square$
In the rest of this subsection, we show basic facts needed in the next section.
Rom now on, let $W^{\Gamma}$ be an outer model of $V$ in which there is a sequence $\langle G_{n}|n\in i\rangle$
such that if $m\leq n\in\omega$ then $G_{n}$ is a $(V,\mathrm{P}_{n})$-generic filter and $G_{m}=\pi_{n,m}[G_{n}]$ .
Basically we work in $W\mathrm{r}$ For each $m$ , $k\in\omega$ , let $j_{m}$ , $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{f}_{m},\mathrm{P}_{k}^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{z}}$ , e.t.c. be as before, i.e.
$\mathrm{o}\acute{J}m$ : $\mathrm{t}/’arrow\Lambda f_{m}\cong \mathrm{t};lt(V, Gm)$ is the generic elementary embedding,
$\mathrm{o}$ $\kappa_{m}:=j_{m}(\kappa)$ . $I_{n\iota}:=$ j,JI),
$\mathrm{o}$ $\mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}:=j_{m}(\mathrm{P}_{k})=(\mathrm{P}_{(I_{m}\rangle^{k}})4\mathrm{w}_{m}$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$ $d_{k}^{m}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{m+k}/G_{m}arrow\tau_{\Phi m}\underline{\dagger.}k$ is a dense embedding such that for each $A\in$
$\mathrm{P}m+k/G_{m}$ ,
$d_{k}^{m}$. (A) $:=[f_{m}^{A}]_{G_{m}}$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$ $G_{k}^{m}:=d_{k}^{m}[G_{m+k}]$ .
First we give a representation for the map from $M_{m}$, to $M_{n}$ associated with the






for each $[g]_{C_{n\tau}}.\in\lambda f_{m}$ , where $\overline{g}\in V$ is the function on $n$ tt such that $\overline{g}(s)=g(s[m)$
for each $s\in n\kappa$ . It is easy to see that if $l$ $\underline{\prime\backslash }m\leq n\in\omega$ then $j_{\mathit{0}}$ . $\tau\iota=j_{n}$ and
$Jl.n=j_{m.,n}\mathrm{o}j_{l,m}$ .
Lemma 2.9. Assume $m\leq n$ $\in\omega$ . Then, $j_{m}$,y: $M_{m}arrow NI_{n}$ is the generic elemen-
tary embedding associated with $Ult(M_{m}, G_{n-m}^{m})$ .
Proof. Take an arbitrary $x\in kI_{n\tau}$ and assume $x=[g]_{G_{m}}$ . We show that $j_{m}$ , $n(x)=$
$[c_{x}]_{G_{n-??\iota}^{n\mathrm{z}}}$ , where $c_{x}\in l1\prime I_{m}$ is the constant function on $n-m\mathrm{s}m$ with the value $.\mathrm{r}$ . Let $\overline{g}$
be as above, i.e. the function on $nf_{\tilde{\mathrm{b}}}$ such that $\overline{g}(s)=g(s[n\mathrm{r})$ for each $s$ $\in nli.$ Then,
in $\lambda\prime I_{m}$ , $[f_{m}^{\overline{g}}]_{G_{\eta \mathrm{t}}}=c_{x}$ . By the Remark after Lemma 2.5, $[[f_{m}^{\overline{g}}]_{G_{n\iota}}]_{C_{\tau}^{m}}n-m=[\overline{g}]c_{\vee n}$ . So
$[c_{x}]_{G_{n-m}^{m}}=[[f_{m}^{\overline{g}}]_{G_{m}}]c_{m-n}^{m}=[\overline{g}]_{G_{n}}=j_{m,n}$ (x)
Cl
In particular, $j_{m}$ , $f\mathrm{r}\mathrm{z}11$ : $M_{m}arrow M_{m+1}$ is the ultrapower map associated with
$U$ lt(V, $C_{\tau_{1}}^{m}$). Then, because $\langle$ $\mathrm{A}f_{r\mathit{1}}$ , $j_{m}$ , $n|m\leq n\in\omega\}$ is a directed system, $j_{m,n}$ :
$M_{m}$ ” $\Lambda f_{n}$ is the map associated with the iteration of generic ultrapowers, i.e.
$\langle$ $M_{n}$ , $G_{1}^{m},j_{m}$., $n$ $|m\leq \mathit{1}$ $\in\omega$) is an iteration of generic ultrapowers of $V$ by J.
Next we give the representation for the sequence of critical points. Becausc I is
normal, the sequence of critical points have a good representation.
Lemma 2.9. Assume $m<n\in\omega$ . Then $\langle\kappa_{k}|.m\leq k<n\rangle=$ [ $\mathrm{i}d$ $\mathrm{r}^{n-n}$ ’xn\iota ] $(m_{-m}\cdot$
So, for each $A\subseteq n-mf_{\vee m}$. which is in $Mm$ , $A\in G_{n-m}^{m}$ if and only if $\langle\kappa_{k}|m\leq k<$
$n\rangle\in j_{n1,n}(A)$ .
$P$ roof. For each $k<n,$ let $i_{k}\in V$ be the function on $nK$ such that $i_{k}(s)$ $=s(k)$ for
each $s\in n$E. First we show $[\dot{\}_{k}]_{G_{n}}=\kappa_{k}$ . Let $h_{k}$ be the function on $k.+1P_{\dot{\mathrm{b}}}$ such that
$h_{k}(\mathit{8})=$ $\mathrm{s}(k)$ for each $s$ $\in k+1\kappa$ . Then $j\mathrm{A}\{1$ , $n([h_{k}]_{G_{k+1}})=[i_{k}]_{G_{n}}$ . because $j_{\mathrm{A}\}}1,n$
does not move $\kappa_{k}$ , it suffices to show $[h_{k}]_{G_{k\}1}}=\kappa_{k}$ .
In $V$ , $7\mathrm{A}^{k}(s)=id|$ $\kappa$ for each $s\in k\mathrm{t}$ . (Here we identified $1h$. with $\kappa$ .) So, in
$M_{k}$ , $[f_{k}^{h_{k}}]_{G_{k}}=id\lceil\kappa_{k}$ . Then, by normality of Ik, $\kappa_{k}=[[f_{k}^{h_{k}}]_{G_{k}}]_{G_{1}^{k}}$ . Then, by the
remark after Lemma 2.5, $[h_{k}]_{G_{k+1}}=\kappa_{k}$ .
Now let $g\in V$ be the function on $n\kappa$ such that $g(s)=\langle s(?a), s(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{z}+1), \ldots, s(n-1)\rangle$
for each $s$ $\in n\kappa$ . Then, because $f_{m}^{g}(s)=id|^{\mathrm{J}l}.,-m$ Pu\dot for each $s$ $\in m,,$ $[f;n]_{G}m=id$ $[$
$n-m\kappa_{m}$ . So
$[[f_{m}^{g}]_{G_{\eta}}‘]_{G_{n-m}^{m}}=[id|^{n-m_{li_{m}}}’]_{G_{n-m}^{m}}$ .
On the other hand,
$[g]_{G_{n}}=\langle[i_{m}]_{G_{\mathfrak{n}}}, [i_{m.+1}]_{G_{n}}, \ldots, [i_{n-1}]_{G_{n}}\rangle=\langle\kappa_{m}, \kappa_{m+1\mathrm{l}}\ldots, \kappa_{n-1}\rangle$ .
So, by the remark after Lemma 2.5,
$[id|^{n-m}\kappa_{m}]Gn-mm=\langle\kappa_{m}, \kappa_{m+1,\ldots\prime}. \kappa_{n-1}\rangle$ .
El
For each $m$ , $k$ , $l$ $\in\omega t$ such that $k\leq l,$ let
$\mathrm{o}$ $\sigma_{k,l}^{m}:=j_{m}((\mathrm{r}7,l)$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$ $\pi_{l.k}^{m}:=j_{m}(r_{\mathrm{I}l,k})$ .
Note that if $\mathrm{m}$ , $k$ , $l$ is as above then, in $\mathrm{A}f_{m}$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$




$\pi_{l.k}^{m},$, : $\mathrm{P}(^{l}\kappa_{m})arrow P(^{k}\mathrm{f}i_{m})$ is the natural projection associated with $I_{m}$ .
Lemma 2.10. Assume m $\in\omega$ and k $\leq l\in\omega$ . Then the following diagrams













(1): Assume $B\in \mathrm{P}_{m,+k}/G_{m}$ . Let $A:=\sigma_{m+k,m,+lt}(B)$ . Then $f_{m}^{A}(s)=\sigma_{k,l}(f_{m}^{B}(s))$
for each $s\in n\iota\kappa$ . So, by $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{o}\grave{\mathrm{s}}$’s Theorem,
$d_{l}^{m}(A,)=[f_{m}^{A}]_{G_{m}}=\sigma_{k,l}^{m}([f_{m}^{B}.]_{G_{n\iota}})=\sigma_{k,l}^{m}(d_{k}^{m}(B))$
(2): Assume $A\in?_{m+l}/G_{m}$ . Let $B:=\pi_{m+l,m\{- k}(A)$ . Then $f_{n\mathit{1}}^{B}(s)$ $=\pi_{l,k}(f_{m}^{A}(s))$
for each $\mathit{8}\in m$ )(. So
$d_{k}^{\pi\iota}(\mathrm{B})$ $=[f_{m}^{B}]_{G_{m}}=\pi_{l,k}^{m}([f_{m}^{A}]c_{m})=\pi_{l,k}^{m}(d_{l}^{m}(A))$
0
We end this subsection with a definition. By Le mma 2.7, $\langle$ $M_{n}$ , $C_{\tau}$:, $j_{m,n}|m\leq$
$n\in \mathrm{p})$ is an iteration of generic ultrapowers of $V$ by $I$ . Then, because of the
iterability of generic ultrapowers, tlte direct limit of $\langle M_{n}, j_{m,n}|m\leq n\in\omega\rangle$ is well-
founded. Let $M_{\omega}$ be the transitive collapse of the direct limit of $\langle M_{n},j_{m,r\iota}|m\leq$
rt $\in\omega\rangle$ and, for each $m\in\omega$ , let $j_{m}$ ,\mbox{\boldmath $\omega$} : $\Lambda f_{m}arrow M_{\omega}$ be the associated elementary
embedding. Then we call $\oint_{\backslash }M_{n},$ $G_{\mathit{1}}^{\tau n},j_{m,n}$ $|m$ $\leq n\leq\omega$ , $m<\omega\rangle$ the iteration of
generic ultrapowers of $V$ by I associated with $\{G_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle$ .
3. GENERALIZED PRIKRY FORCING AND ITERATION OF GENERIC ULTRAPOWER.
3.1. $PR^{*}$ and $PR^{\dashv\sim}$
In this subsection, we define two generalizations, $PR^{*}$ and $PR_{j}^{+}$ of Prikry Forc-
ing and show their basic properties.
First we give some definitions involving trees. Let $\alpha$ be an ordinal and $T\subseteq<$’ $\alpha$
be a tree. Then for each $t\in<$”a, let
$\mathrm{o}$ $t^{\wedge}T:=\cup\{t|k| \ < |1\}$ $\cup\cup\{t^{\wedge}s|s\in T\}$ , (sa $t^{\wedge}T$ is atree whose stem
is $t$ and $t^{T}$ is isomorphic with $T$ above its stem),
$\mathrm{o}$ $T/t:=\{s$ $\in<$’ $x$ $|t^{\wedge}s\in T\mathrm{l}$
$\mathrm{o}$ $Su\mathrm{c}_{T}(t):=\{\xi<\alpha|t^{\wedge}\langle\xi\}\in T\}$ .
Next we generalize Prikry Forcing. Assume $J$ is an ideal on some infinite ordinal
$\alpha$ . For each tree $T\subset<$’ $\alpha$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$ $T$ is called a $J^{*}$ tree if $T\neq\emptyset\wedge$ $it\in T$ , $Suc$,$\tau(t)\in J’,$
$\mathrm{o}$ $T$ is called a $J^{+}tree$ if $T\neq\emptyset\wedge\forall t\in T$ , $Su\mathrm{c}_{T}(t)\in J^{+}$
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Let $PR_{J}^{*}$ be the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . such that
$|PR_{J}^{*}|$ $=$ { $\langle t$ , $T\rangle|t\in<\iota \mathrm{t}’\alpha$ A $T\subseteq<\omega\alpha$ is a $J^{*}$ -tree}
and, for each $\langle t1_{J}, T_{1}), \{t_{2}, T_{2}\rangle$ $\in|PR_{J}^{*}|$ , $\langle$ $t_{1}$ , $T_{1})$ $2$: $\langle t_{2}\grave,T_{2}\rangle$ iff $t_{1}$ ” $T_{1}\subseteq t_{2}^{l\backslash }T_{2}$ . Let
$PR_{J}^{+}$ be the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . such that
$|PR_{J}^{+}|=$ { $\langle t$ , $T\rangle|$ $t\in<\omega\alpha\Lambda T\subseteq<_{\mathrm{L}^{1}}\alpha$ is a $J^{+}$-tree}





In Shelah [2], $PR^{+}$ is treated as a variant of Namba Forcing and studied in
detail. Note that if $J$ is a prime ideal then $PR_{J}^{*}=PR_{J}^{+}$ and this $\mathrm{p}.0$ . is Prikry
Forcing. As is the case with Prikry Forcing, if $\Gamma$ is $PR_{J}^{*}$-generic (or $PR_{\Gamma}^{*}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ )
then $\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T\rangle\in\Gamma\}$ becomes an xsequence of ordinals in $\alpha$ and $\Gamma$ can be
recovered from this sequence. First we show this.
Lemma 3.1. Assume $W$ is a transitive model of $ZFC$, $\alpha\in W$ is an infinite
ordinal and $J\in$ Tfllr is such that $WP$ $” J$ is an ideal on $\alpha"$. Let $\mathrm{p}*$ $:=(PR_{J}^{*})^{W}$ and
$\mathrm{p}+:=(PR_{J}^{+}.)^{W}$
(1) Assrrrne $\Gamma$ is $a(\mathrm{V}V, \mathrm{P}^{\ell})$ -generic filter. Let $b:=\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T) \in\Gamma\}$ and
$\Gamma_{b}:=$ { $\langle t,$ $T\rangle\in$ p* $|\forall n$. $\in\omega,b[n$ $\in t^{\wedge}T$ }. Then $\Gamma_{b}=$ \Gamma r
(2) Assume $\Gamma$ is $a(W, \mathrm{P}^{+})$ -generic filter. Let $b:=\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T\rangle\in\Gamma\}$ and
5 $:=\{\langle t, T\rangle\in \mathrm{p}+|lrt$. $\in\omega, b|n\in t’ T\}$ . Then $\Gamma_{b}=$ \Gamma r
Proof. We show only (1). (2) can be shown in the same way. Clearly $\Gamma\subseteq\Gamma_{b}$ . So
it suffices to show that $\Gamma_{b}\subseteq\Gamma t$
Assume $\langle_{\mathit{8}}, S\rangle\not\in\Gamma$ . Because
$D:=\{\langle t, T\rangle\in \mathrm{P}^{*}|\langle t, T\}\leq$ $\langle \mathit{8},5\rangle$ or $t\not\in s^{\wedge}S$ }
is in W and dense in $\mathrm{p}*$ , there is a (t, $T\rangle\in D\cap f$ , Because \langle s, S\rangle ( $\Gamma$ , t $\not\in s^{\wedge}S$ .
Then, because t is an initial segment of b, b $\not\in[s^{\wedge}S]$ . So {s, S\rangle $\not\in\Gamma_{b}$ . $\square$
We call $i$he above $b$ ’s a $PR_{J}^{*}$-sequence or a $PR_{J}^{+}$-sequence. More precisely we
make the following definitions.
Assume $W$ is a transitive model of $ZFC$, $\alpha\in W$ is an infinite ordinal and $J\in W$
is such that $WF$ $” J$ is an ideal on $\alpha$”. Let $b\in\omega\alpha$ . Then we say:
$\mathrm{o}$ $b$ is a $PR^{*}| \int$-sequence over $W$ if there is a $(\mathrm{f}V, (PR_{J}^{*})^{W})$-generic filter $\Gamma$ such
that $b=\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T) \in\Gamma\}$ .
$\mathrm{o}$ $b$ is a $PR_{J}^{+}$-sequcnce over $W$ if there is a $(W, (PR_{J}^{+})^{W})$-generic filter $\Gamma$
such that $b—\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T)\in\Gamma\}$ .
By Lemma 3.1, $b$ is a $PR_{J}^{*}$-sequence over $W$ if and only if $\Gamma_{b}:=\{\langle t, T\rangle\in(PR_{J}^{*})^{W}|$
$\forall n\in\omega$ , $b$ | $n\in t^{\wedge}T$} is a $(W, (PR_{J}^{*})^{W})$-generic filter. (For the backward direction,
note that if $\Gamma_{b}$ is a generic filter then $b=\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T\rangle\in\Gamma_{b}\}.)$ This is also true
for $PR_{J}^{\}}$ .
The following lemma is useful.
Lemma 3.2. Assume W, $\alpha$ and J are as in Lerama 3,1 arid b, c $\in\omega a$ have $a$
common tail, ie. $\exists m$ , n $\in i$ lk $\in i,$ $b(m+k)=c(n+k)$ . Then:
(1) $b$ is a $PR_{J}^{*}$ -sequence over $W$ iff $\mathrm{c}$ is a $PR_{J}^{*}$ -sequen.ce over $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{r}$
$(\underline{?})b$ is a $PR_{J}^{+}$ -sequence over $W$ iff $\mathrm{c}$ is a $PR_{J}^{\dagger}.- se_{X\mathit{1}}uen\mathrm{c}e$ over $W$,
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Proof. We show only (1). Let 1V, $cx$ , $J$ , $b_{i}c$ be as above. Let $m$ , $n\in\omega$ be such that
dk $\in$ .i, $b(m+k)=c(n-\{\cdot k)$ and let $u$ , $v\in<$’e be $b[\cdot m,$ $c$ |n respectively.
Assume that $b$ is a $PR_{J}^{*}$-sequence over $I\mathit{4}^{r}$, and $\Gamma$ witnesses this. Iri $\mathrm{T}\hslash^{J}r$ , $1\mathrm{e}i\mathrm{P}_{v}$
be $PR_{J}^{*}|$ $\langle$$u,$ $<$”Q$\rangle$ , i.e. the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . obtained from restricting $PR_{J}^{*}$ to $\{\langle t, T\rangle|$ $\langle t, T\rangle$ $\leq$
$\{\mathrm{t}, <"\alpha)\}$ . Let $\mathrm{P}_{v}$ be 7R. $r$ $|\langle v,\alpha<\omega$ ). Then let $d:\mathrm{P}_{u}arrow \mathrm{T}|_{\neq v}^{\}}$ be such that
$d(\langle u^{\wedge}s, S_{/}^{\backslash })=\langle v^{\wedge}s,$ S\rangle
for each (\^u $\mathrm{s},$ $S\rangle$ $\in \mathrm{P}_{u}$ . Then $d\in$ VV and $d$ is an isomorphism. Because $u$ is
an initial segment of $b$ , $\langle u,\alpha)<\omega\in\Gamma$ . So $\Gamma\cap \mathrm{P}_{\mathrm{u}}$ is $(\mathrm{I}1^{f},, \mathrm{P}_{u})$ generic So $d[\Gamma\cap \mathrm{P}_{\mathrm{u}}]$
is $(?V,\mathrm{P}_{v})$ -generic So the filter $\Omega$ on $(PR_{J}^{*})^{W}$ which is generated by $\mathrm{d}[\mathrm{T}\cap \mathrm{P}_{u}]$ is
generic over $W$ . Moreover,
$\cup\{t|\exists T, \langle t, T\rangle\in\Omega\}=\cup$ {$t|\exists T,$ $\langle t,$ $T\rangle\in d[\Gamma\cap$ pu]}
$=\cup\{v^{\wedge}s|\exists T, (\text{\^{u}} \mathrm{s}, T\rangle\in\Gamma\cap \mathrm{P}_{u}\}$
$=$ ’)$\{v" s|u^{\wedge}s\in b\}$
$=\mathrm{c}$
So $\Omega$ witnesses that $c$ is a $PR_{J}^{*}$-sequence over $W$ ,
The other direction can be shown similarly. $\square$
$3.\underline{9}$ . Generalization of Solovay’s Theorem.
Solovay’s theorem can be generalized for both $PR^{*}$ and $PR^{+}$ In this subsection,
we show this.
All through this subsection, in $V_{\tau}$ let $\kappa$ be a regular uncountable cardinal and $I$
be a normal precipitous ideal on $\kappa$ . Moreover, for each $m\leq n\in$ $\mathrm{w}$ , let $\mathrm{P}_{n}:=\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$
and let $r_{m,n}$ : $P(^{m}\kappa)$ $arrow$ P$(n\kappa)$ and $\pi_{n,m}$ : $P(^{n}\kappa)arrow P(^{n\mathrm{t}}\kappa)$ be the natural complete
embedding and the natural projection associated with $I$ .
First we generalize Solovay’s theorem for $PR^{*},$
Theorem 3.3. Let $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ be the direct limit of $\langle \mathrm{I}\mathrm{P}_{\mathrm{n}}$ , $\sigma_{m,n}|m\leq n\in$ $\omega 1$ . Let $G_{\omega}$
be $a\langle V$, $\mathrm{P},$ ) $- gen,eriC$ filter and, for each $n\in\omega$ , let $G_{n}$ be the $(1^{r}, \mathrm{P}_{n})$ -generic filter
naturally obtained from $P_{\mathrm{t}v}$ . In $1^{r}[G_{\omega}]$ , let {Mn, $H^{m},j_{m}$ , $n$ $|m\leq n\leq$ $\mathrm{v}$ , $m<\omega\rangle$ be
the iteration of gener$\mathrm{r}^{\mathrm{V}}\mathrm{i}c$ ultrapo wers of $V$ by I associated with $\langle G_{n} |n\in\omega\rangle$ . Then
$\langle 70,n(\kappa) |n\in\omega\rangle$ is a $PR_{j\mathrm{o},\omega(I)}^{*}$ -sequence over $M_{\omega}$ .
To prove the above theorem, we need some preparation. Until we complete the
proof of the theorem, let $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ , $C_{\mathrm{r}}$,, $\langle G_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle$ and $\langle M_{n}$ , $H^{m},\acute{J}m,n|m\leq n$ $\leq$
$\omega$ , $m<\omega\rangle$ be as inz the Theorem. and, in $V[G_{\omega}]$ , let $j_{m}$ , $\kappa_{m}$ , $I_{m}$ , $\mathbb{P}_{k}^{n}$ , $d_{k}^{m}$ , $G_{k}^{m}$ , $\sigma_{k,l}^{m}$ ,
$\pi_{l,k}^{m}$ be as in Section 2.2 for each $m$ , $k$ , $l\in \mathrm{t}_{\acute{k}}$ with $k\leq l.$ Let $I_{\omega}:=jo,\omega(1)$ . Note
that $H^{m}=G_{1}^{m}$ for each $m\in\omega$ .
$\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ is the $\mathrm{p}.0$. defined as follows: First let $\sim_{\sigma}$ be the equivalence relation on
$\bigcup_{n\in}4’$ $|$ IP $n|$ such that for each $A$ , $B \in\bigcup_{r\not\supset\in\omega}|$ IP $n1$ say $A\in \mathrm{P}_{m}$ and $B\in \mathrm{P}_{n}$ , $A\sim$, $B$
iff $\sigma_{m,l}(A)=\sigma_{n,l}(A)$ , where $l= \max(m, n)$ . Let $[A]_{\sigma}$ denote the equivalence class
represented by $A$ . Then
$\mathrm{o}$ $|$’$\omega|=\bigcup_{n\in\omega}|$”$n|/\sim_{\sigma}$ ,
1 if $A\in \mathrm{P}_{m}$ and $B\in \mathrm{P}_{n}$ then, letting $l=$ ma.’r $(m,n)$ , $[A]_{\sigma}\leq[B]_{\sigma}$ iff
$\sigma_{m,l}(A)\leq\sigma_{n,l}(B)$ in $\mathrm{P}_{l}$ .
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For each $m\in\omega$ , let $\sigma_{m,\omega}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{m}arrow \mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ be the complete embedding associated with
the direct limit, i.e. the function such that $\sigma_{m.\omega},(A)=[A]_{\sigma}$ for each $A\in \mathrm{P}_{n\iota}$ . Then
$G_{\tau n}’=\sigma_{m,\omega}^{-1}[G"|]=\{A\in \mathrm{P}_{m}|[A]_{\sigma}\in G_{\omega}\}$.
To prove the theorem, we need the factor lemma for $\mathrm{P}_{\acute{u}^{1}}$ and $\langle \mathrm{A}\mathrm{f}_{n}$ , $H_{m}$ , $j_{m,n}|$
$m\leq n\leq\omega$ , $\prime m$ $<$ $\mathrm{v})$ . To see this we define $\mathbb{P}_{\omega}^{m}$ , $\sigma_{k,\omega}^{n\iota}$ , $d_{J}^{m}$. and $G_{J}^{m}$. $\cdot$ Let $m\in i.$
Let
$\mathrm{o}$ $\mathrm{P}_{\dot{u}}^{m}:=j_{m}$(I $\omega$ ),
$\mathrm{o}$ $\sigma_{k,\omega}^{m}:=j_{m}(\sigma_{kl},")$ , for each $k$ $\in\omega$ .
Recall that $\mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}=7m$ (IP $k$ ) aitd $\sigma_{k,l}^{m}.=j_{m}(\sigma_{k},\iota)$ for each $k\leq l\in\omega$ . So, in Afm, $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m}$
is the direct limit of $\langle \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m}, \sigma_{k,l}^{n1}|k\leq l\in\omega\rangle$ and $\sigma_{k,u^{1}}^{\tau n}$ : $\mathbb{P}_{k}^{m}arrow \mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m}$ is the induced
complete embedding. For each $A \in\bigcup_{k\in\omega}|$ If il let $[A]_{\sigma^{n\tau}}$ deno$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ the equivalence
class represented by $A$ . Then $\sigma_{k,\omega}^{m}(A)=[A]_{\sigma^{m}}$ .
$w$ : $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}/G_{m}arrow \mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m}$ is defined as follows. Note that $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}/G_{m}$ is the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . in ’ $[(m]$
which is obtained from restricting $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ to $\{[A]_{\sigma}|\exists n\geq m, A\in \mathrm{P}_{n}/G_{m}\}$ . (If $n\geq m$
and $A\in \mathrm{P}_{n}$ then $[A]_{\sigma}\in$ ?$\omega/Gm\Leftrightarrow IB$ $\in G_{m}.$ , $[A]_{\sigma}$ and $[B]_{\sigma}$ are compatible in
$\mathrm{P}_{\mathrm{t}d}\Leftrightarrow iB$ $\in G_{m}$ , $A$ and $r_{m,n}(B)$ are compatible in $\mathrm{P}_{n}\Leftrightarrow A\in f$ $n/Gm\cdot$ ) Then lct
$d_{\omega}^{m}$ : $\mathit{1},/G_{m}arrow$ ?: be the function such that
1 $d_{\omega}^{m}([_{\lrcorner}4]_{\sigma})=[d_{k}^{m}(A)]_{\sigma^{m}}$ ,
for each $A\in \mathrm{P}_{m+}k/G_{m}$ . By Lemma 2.10, $d_{\omega}^{m}$ is well-defined. Clearly $\epsilon l_{\omega}^{n}\in V[G_{m}]$ .
We show that $d_{\omega}^{m}$ is a dense embedding.
Lemma 3.4. $\mathrm{c}l_{\omega}^{n}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{\mu J}/G_{m}arrow$t $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m}$ is a surjective dense embedding.
Proof. Because $d_{k}^{nl}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{m\mathrm{H}k}/G_{m}arrow \mathrm{P}_{k}^{\mathrm{m}}$ is surjective for each $k\in\omega$ , $d_{\omega}^{m}$ is also
surjective.
To see that $d_{\omega}^{m}$ is order preserving, assume $[A]_{\sigma}\leq[B]_{\sigma}$ in $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{w}/\mathrm{G}\mathrm{m}$ . Assume $A$ , $B$
is in $\mathrm{P}_{m+k}/C\tau_{rn}$ , $\mathrm{P}_{m+\downarrow}/G_{m}$ respectively. Let $i:=ma_{1}^{i}x(k, l)$ . Then $\sigma_{m+k,m+i}(A)\leq$
$\sigma_{m+l,m+i}(B)$ in $\mathrm{P}_{m+\mathrm{i}}$[$G_{m}$ . Because 17 is order preserving, $d_{i}^{m},$ $(\sigma_{m+k,m+\dot{\mathrm{s}}}(A))\leq$
$d_{i}^{m}(\sigma_{m+l,m\{- i}(B))$ in $\mathrm{J}\mathrm{t}_{\grave{l}}\mathrm{V}Dm$ . Then, by lemma 2.10, $\sigma_{k,i}^{m}(d_{k}^{m}(A))\leq\sigma_{l_{l^{1}}}^{m},(d_{l}^{m}(B))$ . Tliis
means that $d_{\omega}^{m}([A]_{\sigma})\leq d_{\alpha}^{m}$7 $([B]_{\sigma})$ .
By replacing $”\leq$” by “1 ” in the above argument, we can see that $d_{\omega}^{m}$ preserves
incompatibility. $\square$
Let $C_{\mathrm{r}}^{n\iota}\omega$ $:=$ $d_{\omega}^{m}[C_{\tau_{\omega}}]$ . Then $\mathrm{I};\mathrm{m}$ is a $(V[G_{m}], \mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{n\iota})$ -generic filter and so is
$(\lambda f_{m}, \mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{\tau n})$-generic. We want to show that $G_{k}^{m}=(\sigma_{k,\omega}^{n}’)^{-1}(G_{4}^{7n}, )$ for each $k\in\omega$ ,
i.e. ; is the $(V[G_{n\iota}], \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m})$ -generic filter naturally obtained from $G_{\omega}^{m}$ . Assume
$k\in\omega$ and $A$ $\mathrm{E}$ IF; $\cdot$ Let $B\in \mathrm{P}_{m+k}/G_{m}$ be such that $A=d_{k}^{m}\cdot(B)$ . Recall that $d_{k}^{m}$
is surjective.) Then $d_{\omega}^{m}([B]_{\sigma})=[A]_{\sigma^{m}}$ . Then
$[\mathrm{A}]\mathrm{a}$ $\in G_{\omega}^{m}\Leftrightarrow[B]_{\sigma}\in G_{\omega}\Leftrightarrow B\in G_{m+k}\Leftrightarrow A\in G_{k}^{m}$
Thus $G_{k}^{m}=(\sigma_{k,\omega}^{m})^{-1}[G_{\omega}^{m}]$ .
Note that, by Lemma 2.5, $\langle M_{m+l}, H^{m+k},j_{m+k,m+l}|k\leq l\leq\omega, k<\omega\rangle$ is the
iteration of generic ultrapowers of $\lambda f_{m}$ by $I_{n}$, naturally obtained from $G_{\omega}^{m}$ .
Now we can start to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3. 3.
In $V[(”’]$ , let $t_{\dot{\mathrm{b}}}^{\vee}:=\langle\kappa n|n\in\omega\rangle$ and let
$\Gamma:=\{\langle t, T\rangle\in(PR_{I_{\omega}}^{*})^{M_{\omega}}|ln \in\omega, \kappa S|n\in t^{\wedge}T\}$
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XVe show that $\Gamma$ is a $(\mathbb{J}f_{\omega\backslash }(PR_{I_{\omega}}^{*})^{M_{\omega}})$ -generic filter. For simplicity of notation, we
write $PR_{I_{n\iota}}^{*}$ for $(PR_{I_{?11}}^{*})^{\Lambda F_{m}}$ for each $m\leq$ $\omega$ .
First we show the genericity of $\Gamma$ Let $D\in\Lambda f.$.. be a dense subset of $PR_{I}^{*}.\cdot$ We
show $\Gamma\cap D\neq\emptyset$ . Let $m\in\omega$ and $\overline{D}\in M_{m}$ be such that $D=7\tau n,\omega(\overline{D}).\overline{D}$ is a dense
subset of $PR_{I_{n1}}^{*}$ . In $f\mathrm{k}I_{n\mathrm{r}}$ , define $E\subseteq \mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m}\mathrm{a}_{|1}\mathrm{s}$
$E:=$ $\{[A]_{\sigma^{m}}\in \mathrm{L}^{\overline{\mu}^{1m}}\omega|\forall t\in 4 \exists T, \langle \mathrm{N} | \mathrm{r}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{z}" t, T\rangle\in\overline{D}\}$
Working in $M_{m}$ . we show that $E$ is dense in $\mathrm{i}_{\omega}^{n}"$ .
Claim Assume k $\in\omega$ and s $\in k_{\kappa_{m}}$ . Then there is an l $\in\omega$ such that
$B_{l}^{s}:=$ {t $\in l\mathrm{i} \mathrm{n}\iota$ | $\exists T, \langle\tilde{t_{\dot{\mathrm{b}}}} [m^{\wedge}s^{\wedge}t, T\rangle\in\overline{D}\}$ $\in((I_{m})^{l})^{+}$
Proof of Claim. Let $k\in\omega$ and $s\in k\kappa_{m}$ . Ass ume $B_{l}^{s}\in(I_{m})^{l}$ for every $l\in\omega$ . Then,
by Lemma 2.3, there is an $X_{l}\in(I_{m})^{*}$ such that $[X_{l}]^{l}\cap B_{l^{S}}=\emptyset$ for each $\mathit{1}\in$ $\mathrm{i}$ . Let
$X:=)_{l\in}$, $X_{l}$ . Then $X\in(I_{m})^{*}$ and if $t\in[X]^{l}$ then $t\not\in B_{l}^{s}$ . Then $[X]^{<\omega}$ is an
$(I_{m})^{*}$ -tree and so $\langle$ $\kappa\prec|$ m”s, $[X]^{<\omega}\rangle$ $\in PR_{I_{m}}^{*}$ . But, by the construction of $X_{}$ there
is no element of $\overline{D}$ which extends $\langle$ $\dot{\kappa}|$ m”8, $[X]^{<\omega}\rangle$ . This contradicts $\overline{D}$ is dense in
$PR_{I_{m}}^{*}$ . Claim
Claim -E is dense in $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m}$ .
Proof of Claim. Let $k\in\omega$ and $A\in,\sim k^{\mathrm{I}}\varpi|\pi$ . We find an element of $E$ which extends
$[A]_{\sigma^{m}}$ . By the previous claim, for each $s\in$ A, there is an $l_{\epsilon}$ c9 $\omega$ such that $B_{l_{l}^{\delta}}$ is
$(I_{l1b})^{l_{s}}$ -positive. Because $(I_{m})^{k}$ i$\mathrm{s}$ $\kappa_{m}$-complete, there is an $A’\subseteq A$ and $l\in v$ such
that $A’$ is $(I_{m})^{k}$-positive and $l_{\epsilon}--- l$ for every $\mathrm{s}$ $\in A7$ . Then let $B:=\{s^{\wedge}t|s\in$
$A’$ A $t\in B_{l}^{s}$ }. Because $B_{l^{\mathit{8}}}$ is $(I_{?n})^{l}$-positive for each $s\in A’$ , $B$ is $(I_{m})^{k+l}$-positive,
i.e. $B\in\Phi_{\underline{1}}’ nk+l$ . Then clearly $\sigma_{k,k+l}^{m}(A)\geq B$ in $\mathbb{P}_{k+l}^{n}$ and so $[A]_{\sigma^{m}}\geq[B]_{\sigma^{m}}$ . On the
other hand, if $u\in B$ then there is a $T$ such that $\langle\kappa. [\prec m" u, T\rangle\in\overline{D}$. So $[\mathrm{B}]\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\in E$ .
Claim
Return to $V[G_{\omega}]$ .
Because $G_{\omega}^{n\mathrm{z}}$ is $(M_{m}, \mathrm{P}_{\omega}^{m})$-generic, $G_{u}^{m}$, $\cap\Gamma_{\dot{r}},\neq_{-}\emptyset$ . Let $A$ be such that $[\mathrm{A}]\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\in$
$G_{\omega}^{m}\cap E$ and $A$ witnesses that $[A]_{\sigma^{m}}\in E,$ i.e. $it\in A\exists T$, $\langle\kappa \mathrm{S}\mathrm{r} m^{\wedge}t, T\rangle\in\overline{D}$ .
Assume $A\in$ ?$k$’. Then $4\in G_{h}^{n\iota}$. and so, by Lemma 2.9, $J\mathrm{i}\prec$, $\mathrm{r}[m, m+k)\in j_{m}$ ,ty $1k(/1)$ .
On the other hand, because $j_{m,m+k}$ is an elementary embedding and does not move
$\vec{\kappa}$ |m,
$M_{m+k}\mathrm{F}$ $it\in j_{m}$ ,7n17(4) $\exists T$, $\backslash ’i$ $\mathrm{r}m^{\wedge}t$ , $T\rangle\in j_{m}$ , $m17$ $(\overline{D})$
So, in $M_{m}$ \dagger $k$ , there exists an $(I_{n\iota\}k})$ ’-tree $\overline{T}$ such that $\langle\kappa\prec[m, T)\in j_{m}$ , $n+k(\overline{D})$ .
Let $T:=j_{m-}$l-&, $\omega(\overline{T})$ . Then
$\langle\vec{\kappa}[m +k, T\rangle$ $=j_{m+}\mathrm{A}$ , $\omega(\langle\kappa[\prec m +k,\overline{T}\rangle)$ $\in j_{m+k,\omega}(j_{m.m+k}(\overline{D}))=D$
Thus it suffices to show that $\langle\overline{\tilde{\kappa}} [m+k_{\dot{l}}T\rangle\in\Gamma$. To see this it suffices to show that,
for every $l>0,$ $\langle\kappa_{m+k}.., \ldots,’ \kappa_{m+k+l-1}\rangle\in Tf$ Assume $l>0.$ Let $n:=\eta I$ $+k.$ Because
$\overline{T}$ is an $(I_{n})$ ’-tree the $l$-th level of $\overline{T},\overline{T}$(l)’ is in $((I_{n})^{l})^{\mathrm{r}}$ . So $\overline{T}(l)\in Gi$ . Then, by






This completes the proof of the genericity.
Next we show that $\Gamma$ is a filter. Clearly $\Gamma$ is closed upwards. We show that if
{ $t_{1}$ , $T_{1}\rangle$ and { $t_{2}$ , $T_{2}\rangle$ are in $\Gamma$ then they are compatible in $PR_{I_{\omega}}^{*}$ . (Because of the
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genericity of $\Gamma$ , this suffices.) Assume $\langle t_{1}, T_{1}\rangle$ , $\langle t_{2}, T_{2}\rangle$ are in $\Gamma$ Let $n\in\omega$ be such
that $t_{1}$ , $t_{2}\subseteq\kappa\neg[n$ . Then let
$S_{i}:=(t_{i}^{\wedge}T_{\acute{l}}^{\cdot})/(\vec{\kappa}(n)$
for $i=0,1$ . Because $\kappa\prec|n\in t_{\dot{\tau}},T_{i}\wedge$ , $S_{i}$ is an $(I_{\omega})^{*}$ tree. Then $\langle N \lceil n, 5_{1}\cap S_{2}\rangle$ is in
$PR_{I_{\omega}}^{*}$ and is a common extension of $lt_{1}\backslash$ ’ $T_{1}\rangle$ and $\langle$ $t_{arrow}’)$ , 72).
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{s}$ completes the proof of theorem. U.Theorem
Next we generalize Solovay’s theorem for $PR^{+}$
Theorem 3.5. Let $\mathrm{P}"$’ be the inverse limit of $\langle$ $\mathrm{P}_{n}$ , $\pi_{n}$ ,nl $|m\leq n\in$ ci). Let $C_{\tau_{\omega}}$
be $a(V, \mathrm{P}_{\omega})$ -generic filter and, for each $n\in$ $\mathrm{i}$ , let $G_{n}$ be $a(V, \mathrm{P}_{n})$ -generic filter
naturally obtained from $G,$ . In $V[C_{\tau_{\omega}}]$ , let $\langle M_{n}, H^{m}, j_{m,n}|m\leq n\leq\omega, m<\omega\rangle$ be
the $ite$ ration of generic ultrapowers of $V$ by I associated with $\langle G_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle$ . Then
$\langle j_{0,n}(\kappa)|n\in\omega\rangle$ is a $PR_{j_{0_{1}\omega}\langle I\mathrm{I}}^{\{}$. sequence over
$M_{\omega}$ .
To prove the theorem we need some preparations. Until we complete the proof of
the above theorem, let $\mathrm{P}" 1$ , $G_{\omega}$ , $\langle G_{n} |??. \in\omega\rangle$ , $\langle kI_{n}, H^{m},j_{m,n}|m\leq n\leq\omega,ra <\omega\rangle$
be as in the theorem. In $V[G_{\omega}]$ , let $j_{m}$ , $\kappa_{m}$ , $I_{m}$ , ?;, $c\Gamma_{k}^{n}$ , $G_{k}^{m}$ , $\sigma_{k,l}^{m}$ , $r_{l,k}^{m}$ be as in
section 2.2 for each $m$ , $k$ , $l\in\omega$ with $k\leq l.$ Let $I_{\omega}=j0,\omega(I)$ . Note that $H^{m}=G_{1}^{m}$ .
$\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ is the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . such that
$\mathrm{o}$ $|$ IP $\omega|$ is the set of all sequence $\langle A_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle$ such that $\pi_{n,m}(A_{n})=A_{m}$ for
each $m\leq n\in$ $\omega$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$ $\langle A_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle\leq\langle Bn|n\in\omega\rangle$ iff $A_{n}\leq B_{n}$ in $\mathrm{P}_{n}$ for every $n\in$ $\mathrm{i}$ .
First we modify $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ . In $V$ , let $\mathrm{P}$ be the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . of all $I^{+}$-trees ordered by inclusion.
We see that $\mathrm{P}$r,, and $\mathrm{P}$ are equivalent. Note that if $T$ is an $I^{+}$-tree then the sequence
of levels of $T$ , $\langle T(n) |n\in\omega\rangle$ , is in $\mathrm{F}_{\omega}$ . Let $e$ : $\mathrm{P}$ $arrow \mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ be the function defined by
$e(T):=\langle T_{(n)}|n\in\omega\rangle$ .
Lemma 3.6. $e$ is a dense embedding.
Proof Clearly $e$ is order preserving. Moreover, if $e(T_{1})\leq e(T_{2})$ in $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ then $T_{1}\leq T_{9}\sim$
in P. So it suffices to show that $e[\mathrm{I}\mathrm{P}]$ is dense in $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ .
Take an arbitrary $\langle B_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle\in \mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ . By induction on $n\in\omega$ , define $A_{n}\subseteq B_{n}$
as follows. Let $A_{0}:=B_{0}=\{\langle\rangle\}$ . Assuming $A_{n}\subseteq B_{n}$ is defined, let $A_{n+1}:=$
$\{s\in Bn+l |s\lceil n\in A_{n}\}$ . Then $T:= \bigcup_{n\epsilon_{-\omega}^{-}}A_{n}$ is a tree. Moreover, because
$A_{n}\subseteq B_{n}=\pi_{n\dagger 1,n}(B_{n+1})$ , $\{\xi\in P\dot{\mathrm{u}}|s"(\xi)\in A_{n+1}\}\in I^{+}$ for each $s$ $\in A_{n}$ . Thus $T$
is an $I^{+}$-tree. Hence $e(T)=\langle A_{n}| n\in\omega\rangle\leq\langle B_{n} [n\in\omega\rangle.$ $\square$
We argue using $\mathrm{P}$ instead of $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ . Let $C_{\tau}:=e^{-1}[G_{\omega}]$ . Then $G$ is $(V,\mathrm{P})$ generic In
$V$ , let $\pi_{n}$ : $\mathrm{P}$ $arrow \mathrm{P}_{n}$ be the function defined by $\tau_{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{I}(T):=T_{(n\mathrm{I}}$ for each $T\in$ P. Then
$\pi_{n}$ is the composition of $e$ and the natural projection from $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ to $\mathrm{P}_{n}$ . Thus $G_{\mathrm{n}}$ is
the filter generated by $\pi_{n}[G]=\{T_{(n)}|T\in G\}$ .
As is Theorem 3.3, we need $\dot{\mathrm{t}}$he factor lemma for $\mathrm{P}$ and $\langle M_{n}$ , $H^{m}$ , $j_{m,\mathrm{n}}|m\leq$




In $hI_{m}$ , $\mathrm{P}^{m}$ is the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . of all $(I_{m})^{+}$-trees ordered by inclusion and $\pi_{k}^{n\iota}$ is the function
defined by $\pi_{k}^{m}(T):=T_{(k)}$ .
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$d^{m}$ : $\mathrm{L}^{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{T}\mathfrak{D}/G_{m}arrow \mathrm{P}^{m}$ is defined similarly to $d_{k}^{n\iota}$ . For each $T\in$ P, let $f_{m}^{T}\in V$ be
the function on $n\iota\kappa$ such that $\mathrm{x}_{\mathrm{z}}\mathrm{K}(t)$ $=T/t$ for each $t\in m\kappa$ . Note that $f_{m}^{T}(t)$ is an
$I^{+}$-tree for each $t\in T(_{m)}$ . So if $T\in$ P/Crm’ i.e. $T(_{m)}$ $\in G_{rn}$ then $[f_{m}^{T}]_{G_{m}}\in$ IF”. In
$V[G_{nl}]_{\backslash }$ define $d^{m}$ : $\mathrm{P}/G_{m}arrow \mathrm{m}\underline{f}m$ by $dm(T):=[f_{m}^{T}]_{G_{n}}$, for each $T\in$ P/Gm.
Lemma 3.7. $d^{m}$ is a surjective dense embedding.
Proof. This can be shown in the sanle way as Lemma 2.4. We show onfy that $d^{m}$
preserves incompatibility.
Assume that $T_{1},,$ $T\underline{\eta}\in f$ $P/Gm$ and $d^{m}(T_{1})$ , $ff^{?1}(T_{\underline{\theta}})$ are compatible in $\mathbb{P}^{m}\mathrm{I}$ . We
show that $T_{1}$ , $T\circ\sim$ are compatible in $\mathrm{P}/G_{rn}$ . Let $g\in V$ be such that [$g\mathrm{J}_{C_{m}}$, is a
common extension of $ff^{n}(T_{1})$ and $ff^{n}(T_{2})$ . We may assume $g(t)$ is an $I^{+}$-tree for
each $t\in\pi$’g. Because $[g]_{G_{m}}$ is a common extension, $B:=\{t\in m\mathrm{g}$ $|g(t)\subseteq$
$T_{1}/t$ , $T_{\wedge},/t\}\cap T_{1(m)}\cap T_{2(m)}\in G_{m}$. Because $\pi_{\tau n}[\mathrm{P}]$ is dense in $\llcorner \mathrm{w}_{m}|$ , there is an $A\subseteq B$
such that $A\in G_{m}$ and $A\in\pi_{m}[\mathrm{P}]$ . Then $A$ is the $\mathrm{m}$-th level of $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}$ $I^{+}$-tree
and $g(t)$ is an $I^{+}$-tree for each $t\in A.$ So $T:=\cup\{t^{\wedge}g(t)|t\in A\}$ is an $I^{+}$-tree.
Moreover $T\subseteq T_{1}$ , $T_{\sim}$, alld $T\in$ P/Gm. Thus $T_{1}$ and $T_{\sim}$, are compatible in $\mathrm{P}/G_{m}$ . $\square$
Let $C_{\tau}^{m}:=d^{m}[G]$ . Then $G^{m}$ is $(V[G_{m}], \mathrm{P}^{m})$-generic and thus $(M_{m}, \mathrm{P}^{m})$ generic
We show that each $G_{k}^{m}$ is the $\mathbb{P}_{k}^{m}$-generic filter naturally obtained from $G^{m}$ .
Lemma 3.8. Assume k $\in\omega$ . Then $G_{k}^{m}$ is the filter generated by $\pi_{k}^{m}[G^{m}]=\{T_{(k)}|$
T $\in G^{m}\}$ .
Proof. $G_{k}^{m}$ is a $(\lambda f_{m}, \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m})$ -generic filter and $\pi_{k}^{7n}[G^{m}]$ generates a $(M_{m}, \mathrm{P}_{k}^{m})$ generic
filter. So it suffices to show that $\pi_{k}^{m}[C_{7}^{m}]\subseteq G_{k}^{m}$ . For each $A\in \mathrm{P}_{m+k}$ , let $f_{m}^{A}\in V$
be as in Lemma 2.4. Recall that $d_{k}^{m}(A)=[f:]G_{m}$ for each $A$ $\mathrm{E}$ $P_{m+i}/G_{m}$ and that
$C_{\tau};=d_{k}^{n\iota}[G_{m+k}]$ .
Take an arbitrary $B\in\pi_{k}^{m}[G^{m}]$ . Then there is an $S\in G^{m}$ such that $5_{(k)}$ $=B.$
Let $T\in G$ be such that $d^{rn}(T)=S$ and $A:=T_{(m+k)}$ . Note that $A\in G_{m-\vdash k}$ . Then,
for each $f\in T_{(m)}$ , $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{m}(\mathrm{T})$ is the $k$-th level of $\mathrm{y}:(t)$ . So, in $M_{m}$ , $[f_{m}^{A}]_{G_{n}}$. is the m-th
level of $[f_{m}^{T}(t)]_{G_{m}}$ . Thus $d_{k}^{m}(A)=S_{(k)}=B$ . Because $4\in G_{m|- k}$ , $B\in G_{k}^{m}$ . $\square$
Note that $\langle M_{m+l}, H^{m.+k},j_{m|- k,m\{- l}|k\leq l\leq\omega, k<\omega\rangle$ is the iteration of generic
ultrapowers of $M_{m}$ by $I_{m}$ naturally obtained kom $G^{m}$ ,
Now we can start to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem. 3.5.
In $V[G]$ , let $\vec{f_{\dot{\mathrm{b}}}}:=\langle\kappa_{n}|n\in\omega\rangle$ and let
$\Gamma:=\{\langle t,T\rangle\in(PR_{I}^{+}.)^{\mathrm{A}I_{\omega}}| ln\in\omega, J_{\mathrm{b}}^{\prec_{\alpha}} | n\in t^{\wedge}T\}$ .
We show that $\Gamma$ is (Mw, $(PR_{I_{\omega}}^{+})^{\mathrm{A}J_{\omega}}$)-generic. For simplicity of notation, we write
$PR_{I_{n}}^{+}$ for $(PR_{I_{n}}^{\wedge\vdash})^{M_{n}}$ for each $n$ $\leq\omega$ .
First we show the genericity. Let $D\in kf_{4}$, be a dense subset of $PR_{I_{\omega}}^{+}$ . We show
that $\Gamma\cap D\neq\emptyset$ . There is an $m\in\omega$ and $\overline{D}\in kI_{m}$ such that $j_{m}$ , $\omega(\overline{D})=D.$ Then $\overline{D}$
is dense in $PR_{I_{m}}^{+}$ . In $\Lambda I_{m}$ , let $E\subseteq \mathrm{P}^{m}$ be defined by
E $=$ {T $\in \mathrm{P}^{m}|\exists k\in\omega\forall t\in T_{(k)},$ $\langle\kappa\prec|$ m”t, $T/t\rangle\in\overline{D}$ }.
Working in $M_{m}$ , we show that E is dense in $\mathbb{P}^{n}$ . Take an arbitrary S $\in \mathrm{P}^{m}$ . We
find an T $\in E$ such that $T\underline{e’\backslash }S$ .
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Claim For so ne k $\in\omega_{p}$
$B_{k}:=$ {s $\in S_{(k)}|\exists S_{\backslash }’\langle\vec{\kappa}$ |m, S\rangle $\geq\langle\dot{\kappa}[m^{\wedge}s,$ $S’\rangle\in\overline{D}$ } $\in((I_{m})^{k})^{+}$
Proof of Claim. Assume not. Then, for each $k$ $\in$ $\mathrm{i}$ , there is an $X_{k}\in(I_{n},)^{\alpha}$ such
that $[X_{k}]^{k}\cap B_{k}=()$ . Let $X:— \bigcap_{k\in\omega}X_{k}$.. Then $X\in(I_{n\iota})^{*}$ and so $S\cap[X]^{<\omega}$ is an
$(I_{rn})^{+}$-tree. Thus $\langle \mathrm{N} [m, S\cap[X]^{<v}(\rangle$ $\in PR_{I_{m}}^{+}$ . But if $s\in S\cap[X\rfloor^{<\omega}$ then $s\not\in B_{k}$ .
Hence there is no element of $\overline{D}$ which extends $\langle\kappa\prec|m, S\cap[X]^{<\omega}\rangle$ . This contradicts
$\overline{D}$ is dense in $PR_{I_{m}}^{+}$ . D.Claim
Let $k\in\omega$ be such that $B_{k}$ is $(I_{nl})^{k}$-positive. For each $s\in B_{k}$ , let $S_{\sigma}$. be an
$(I_{m})^{+}$-tree witnessing $t\in B_{k}$ . Note that 9” $S_{s}\subseteq S.$ Because $\pi_{k}^{m}[\mathrm{P}^{m}]$ is dense in
IIPp, there is an $A\subseteq B$ such that $A$ is the $k$-th level of some $(I_{m})^{+}$-tree. Then
$T:=\cup\{s^{\wedge}S_{s}|s\in A\}$
is an $(I_{m})^{+}$-tree. Moreover $T\subseteq S$ and $k$ witnesses that $T\in E.$ Tliis shows that $E$
is dense.
Return to $V[G]$ .
Let $\overline{T}$ be in $G^{m}\cap F_{I}$ and let $k$ be the element of cp witnessing that $\overline{T}\in\Gamma_{J}\sqrt$ . Let
$T:=j_{m,\omega}(\overline{T})$ .
Claim For each $\mathit{1}\in\omega$ , $\kappa\prec$. | [m, l) $\in T.$
Proof of Claim. Let $l\in i.$ Because $\overline{T}\in G^{m},\overline{T}(l\mathrm{I}\in C_{\tau_{l}}^{m}$ by Lemma 3.8. Thus,
by Lemma 2.9, $\vec{\kappa}\mathrm{r}[\mathrm{m}, m\mathrm{t} l)\in\acute{J}m,m+l(\overline{T}_{(l)}.)$ . Then, because $\acute{J}n+l,\omega$ does not move
$\kappa_{m\cdot+i}$ for each $i<l,\vec{\kappa}$ $[$ $[m_{1}m-\{- l)\in j_{m+g,\omega}(jm,?|l+l(T(l)))=T(l)$ .
D.Claim
Because $\overline{T}\in E$ and k witnesses this,
$M_{m}\models$
‘
$it\in\overline{T}_{(k)}$ , $\langle \mathrm{f} \mathrm{r}m " f, ? [t\rangle$ $\in\overline{D}\cdot$,.
Thus, because $j_{n?}$., $\omega$ is elementary and ; $\mathrm{r}[m,$ m-}- $k$) $\in T,$
$\langle\kappa[\prec m^{\wedge}\hslash|^{\backslash }[.m, m+k), T/\kappa\prec ( [\mathrm{m},\mathrm{m}+k)\rangle=\langle\vec{Pi}|m+k, T/\vec{\kappa}\mathrm{r}[\mathrm{m}, m+k)\rangle\in D.$
On the other hand, by the previous claim,
$\langle$
$\vec{\kappa}$. $\mathrm{r}m+k,$ $T/\kappa\prec|[m,’ m+$Jc)} $\in\Gamma_{\wedge}$
So $\Gamma\cap i$ $D\neq\emptyset$ .
Next we show that $\Gamma$ is a filter. Clearly $\Gamma$ is closed upwards. So, because of the
genericity, it suffices to show that if $\langle t_{1}, T_{1}\rangle$ , $\langle t\circ T_{2}\rangle\sim’\in\Gamma$ then $\langle$ $t_{1}$ , $T_{1})$ arid $\langle t\underline{\mathrm{o}}, T\underline{\circ}\rangle$
are compatible in $PR_{I_{\omega}}^{+}$ .
Assume $\langle t_{l}\}T_{1}\rangle$ , $\langle t_{2}, T_{2}\rangle$ $\in\Gamma$ and $\langle t_{1}, T_{1}\rangle[perp]\langle t_{2}, T_{2}\rangle$ in $PR_{I_{\omega}}^{+}$ . Let
D $:=$ { \langle f, $T)\in PR_{I_{w}}^{+}|t\not\in t_{1}^{\wedge}T_{1}\vee\cdot$t $(f_{\underline{9}}^{\wedge}T_{2}$ }.
Then $D$ is dense in $PR_{I}^{+}$. $\cdot$ Let $\langle$$t$ , $T)\in\Gamma\cap D$ . Without loss of generality, we may
assume $t\not\in t_{1}^{\wedge}T_{1}$ . Then, because $\langle t, T\rangle\in\Gamma$ , $t$ is an initial segment of $\kappa\triangleleft$ . Then,
because $t$ $\not\in t_{1}$ ” $T_{1}$ , $li\prec\not\in[t_{1}^{\wedge}T_{1}]$ . This contradicts to that $\langle$’1, $T_{1}\rangle \mathrm{E}$ $\Gamma$
This completes the proof of theorem. D.Theorem
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3.3. Observations about $PR^{*}$ and $PR^{+}$ from Theorem 3.3 and 3.5.
In this subsection, we observe well-known facts about $PR^{*}$ and $PR^{+}$ from the
point of view of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5. If $U$ is a $\kappa$-complete filter on $\kappa$
then Prikry Forcing associated with $U$ does not add any bounded subset of $\kappa$ and
so does not affect $1^{r}’\kappa$ . It is known that this can be generalized to $PR^{*}$ and $PR^{+}:$
if I has the strong saturation property then $PR_{I}^{*}$ does not affect $V_{i}$, and if I is
strategically closed then $PR_{I}^{+}$ does not affect $V_{\kappa}$ . We show this using Theorem 3.3
and Theorem 3.5.
First we define strategically closedness of ideals.
For each $\mathrm{p}.0$ . $\mathbb{Q}$ and $\delta\in On$ , let $\Omega_{\delta}(\mathbb{Q}_{-})$ be the following two players game. In
$\Omega_{\delta}(\mathbb{Q})$ , Player I and II build a descending sequence $\langle$ $q_{\mathcal{L}}\backslash |\xi\in\delta-\{0\}^{\backslash }$, in $\mathbb{Q}$ , where
Player I plays odd stages and Player II plays even and limit stages. Player II wins
iff the game can be continued for $\delta$ stages.
We say that $\mathbb{Q}$ is $\delta$-strategically closed if Player II has a winning strategy in the
$\mathrm{g}$ ame $\Omega_{\delta}.(\mathbb{Q})$ . Here, a winning strategy for Player II is a function $\tau$ from the set of
all descending sequences $\langle q_{\eta} |\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle$ with ( $<6$ to $\mathbb{Q}$ such thai if Player II
plays $\tau(\langle q_{\eta}|\eta \in\xi-\{0\}\rangle)$ in each (-th stage then Player II wins. An ideal I is
called $\delta$ strategically dosed if $\mathrm{P}_{I}$ is $\delta$-strategicaly closed.
Lemma 3.9. Let $P\mathrm{i}$. be a regular uncountable cardinal and I be a no rmal ideal on
$\kappa$ . For each $m\leq n\in \mathrm{v}$ , let $\sigma_{n\mathrm{z},n}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{I^{m}}arrow \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ and $\pi_{n,m}$ : $I_{I^{n}}arrow \mathrm{J}1I^{m}\mathrm{u}$ be the
natural complete embedding and projection associated with the Fubini power of $I_{j}$
respectively.
(1) Assume $\delta<\kappa$ and I is $\delta$-saturated. Then the direct limit of $\langle \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ , $\sigma_{m,n}|$
$rn$ $\leq n\in$ $\mathrm{i}$ has the 6-c. $c.$ .
(2) Assume $\delta>\omega$ and I is $\delta$-strategical$ly$ closed. Then the inverse limit of
$\langle$ $\mathrm{p}_{I}n$ , $\mathcal{T}\iota_{n,m}|m\leq n\in i\mathit{7}$ is $\delta$ strategicall$y$ closed.
Proof. For each $n\in\{L$” let $\mathrm{P}_{n}:=\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}$ and $\dot{G}_{n}’$ be the canonical name of a $\mathrm{P}_{n}$ generic
filter.
(1). It suffices to show that $1\vdash_{\mathrm{P}_{\mathrm{n}}}‘\backslash$’IF $n+1/(_{J}^{\gamma}\cdot n$ has tlte 5-c.c”. We show this by
induction on $n\in\omega$ . Note that if $n=1$ then this is true because I is 6-saturated.
Assume $n\in\omega$ and that this is true for each $m\leq n.$ We show this for $n$ $+1.$
Let $C\tau n$ be a (1) $\mathrm{P}_{n})$-generic filter and let $j_{n}$ : $Varrow M_{n}\cong Ult(V, Gn)$ be the
generic elementary embedding. Because $j_{n}$ is elementary and $)_{n}$ does not move $\delta$ ,
$j_{n}(\mathrm{P}_{I})$ has 5-c.c. in $\Lambda I_{n}$ . By $\mathrm{t}$}$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ induction hypothesis, in $\mathcal{V}$’, $\mathrm{P}_{n}$ has the (5-c.c. and
so $I^{n}$ is a Ac-complete $\delta$-saturated ideal. Thus $\kappa\lambda/I_{n}\cap V[C_{\tau_{7l}}]\subseteq M_{n}$ . So $jn(P/)$ has
the 5-c.c. in $\mathrm{V}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{n}]$ . By Lemma 2.4, $\mathrm{P}_{n+1}/G_{n}$ and $\mathrm{y}_{n}(\mathrm{P}_{I})$ are equivalent in $\mathrm{V}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{n}]$ .
Thus $\mathrm{P}_{n+1}/(_{J}^{\urcorner}n$ has tlte 5-c.c. in $V[G_{n}]$ .
(2). (2) call be shown in the same way as (1). But we need a slightly long argument
for treating the inverse limit of $\mathrm{p}.0$ . ’s. Instead we directly prove that IP in the proof
of Theorem 3.5 is $\delta$-strategically closed. Recall that $\mathrm{P}$ is the $\mathrm{p}.0$ . of all $I^{+}$ true
ordered by inclusion. Let $\mathrm{r}$ be a winning strategy for Player II in the game $\Omega_{\delta}(\mathrm{P}_{I})$ .
Using $\tau$ , we give a winning strategy $\overline{\tau}$ for Player II in $\Omega_{\delta}(\mathrm{P})$ .
Let $\xi$ be in $\delta-\{0\}$ and $\langle T_{\eta} |\eta \mathrm{E} \delta-\{0\}\rangle$ be a descending sequence in P. Let
$S:=\cap\{T_{\eta}|\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\}$ . If
$T:=$ $\{t\in \mathrm{S} |\forall k\in|t|, \mathrm{t}(\mathrm{k})\in\tau(\langle Suc_{T_{\eta}}(t)|.\eta\in\xi- \{0\}\})\}\in \mathrm{P}$
then let $\overline{\tau}(\langle T_{\eta}|\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle)$ be the above $T\mathrm{r}$ Otherwise let $\overline{\tau}((T\mathrm{q} |\eta\in\xi - \{0\}\rangle)$
be an arbitrary element of P.
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Let $\mathrm{e}$ be even and (Tv $|\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle$ be a descending chain in P. Let $S$ , $T$ be
as above. Note that if $t\in T$ then $Suc\tau(t)=Suc_{d}s(t)\cap\overline{/}(((Sth\mathrm{c}r_{?\}} |rl \in\xi-\{0\}\rangle)$ .
Now assume that, for each $t\in S,$ such$\eta$ $|\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle$ is a play in $\Omega_{\delta}(\mathrm{P}_{I})$
in which Player II plays according to $\mathrm{r}$ . Then, because $\mathrm{r}$ is a winning strategy,
$Suc\tau(t)=\tau(\langle Sur_{T_{\eta}},(t)|\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle)\in I^{+}$ for each $t$ $\in Tr$ Note that $\langle\rangle\in T\neq\emptyset$ .
So $T\in$ P, i.e. $\overline{\tau}(\mathrm{t},\mathrm{T})$ $|$ y7 $\in\xi-\{\mathrm{O}\}\rangle)=T.$ Moreover $T\subseteq S,$ i.e. $T$ is below each $T_{\eta}$ .
By induction on $\xi$ , we can see:
Assume 4 is even and {Tv $|’?|\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle$ is a play in which Player
II plays according $i0$ $\overline{\tau}$ . Let $S$, $T$ be as in the definition of $\overline{\tau}$ . Then,
$\mathrm{i})$ . For each $t\in S,$ $\langle Suc\tau_{\eta}(t)|\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle$ is a play in $\mathrm{I}_{\iota \mathrm{S}}(\mathrm{P}_{I})$ in
which Player II plays according to $\tau$ .
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ . $T=\overline{\tau}(\langle T\mathrm{q} |\eta\in\xi-\{0\}\rangle)$ and $T$ can be played at the (-th
stage.
In particular, $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$) implies that $\overline{\tau}$ is a winning strategy for Player II in $\Omega s(\mathrm{P})$ . Cl
Theorem 3.10. Let $\kappa$ be a regular uncountable cardinal and let I be a normal ideal
Of2 N.
(1) Assume that $\delta<\kappa$ and I is $\delta$-sarurated. Let $\Gamma$ be $(1^{r}’, PRj)- ge$fi.e.ric. Then
for each ce, $\beta<f_{\dot{\mathrm{V}}}$ and $f\in\alpha\beta\cap V[\Gamma]$ , there is a function $F\in V$ such that
for even $\xi\in\alpha$ , $|F$ ($()|’<6$ and $f(\xi)\in F(\xi)$ . ( We say that $F<\delta- e$ very
$f.)$
(2) Assume that $\delta>\omega$ and I is $\delta$-strategically closed. Then $PR_{I}^{+}$ does not add
any bounded subset of 6.
Proof. (1). Assume not. Let $\alpha$ , $\beta,\dot{f}$ and $\langle$ $t$ , $T)$ be such that $\alpha,\beta.<\kappa$ and $\langle t, T\rangle\in$
$PR_{I}^{*}$ forces $\dot{f}\in\alpha\beta$ and there is no $F\in V$ which $<\delta$-covers $f$ . Let $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ be the
direct limit of $\langle \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}|n\in\omega\rangle$ as for the natural complete embeddings and let $G_{\omega}$ be
$(V,\mathrm{P}_{\omega})$-generic. Let $\langle M_{n},j_{m,n}|m\leq n\cdot\leq\omega\rangle$ be as in Theorem 3.3. Let $\Lambda,I$ $=M_{\omega}$ ,
$j$’ $:=j_{0,\omega}$ and $6=$ $\langle 70,n(\kappa) |n\in\omega\rangle$ .
We work in 1’[(;,]. By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3,2, $t^{\wedge}\tilde{\kappa}$ is a $PR_{j(I)}^{*}$-sequence
over $M$ . Let $\Gamma_{t}$ be the $(R^{J}I, PR_{j(I)}^{*})$-generic filter generated by $t^{\wedge}\overline{h}^{4}$. and let $f$ be
the interpretation of $j(\dot{f})$ by $\Gamma_{t}$ . Note that $j((t_{\backslash }T))$ $\in\Gamma_{\mathrm{t}}$ because $j(t)=t$ and
$\kappa\uparrow\prec n\in j(T)$ for each $n\in\omega$ . So, because 7 is elementary and does not move $\alpha,/\mathit{3}$
and $\delta$ , $f\in’\beta$ and there is no $F\in M$ which $\delta$-covers $f$ . On the other hand, because
$\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ has the (5-c.c. and $f\in V[G,]$ , there is an $F\in V$ which $<\delta$-covers $f$ . We may
assume $dom(F)=\alpha$ and $F(\xi)\subseteq\beta$ for each $\xi<\alpha$ . Then $F=j(F)\in M.$ This is a
contradiction.
(2). We show (2) almost the same argument. Assume the contrary. Then there
is an $\alpha<\delta$ , a $PR_{I}^{+}$same $\dot{x}$ alld $\langle t, T\rangle$ $\in PR_{I}^{+}$ such that $\langle t, T\rangle$ forces $\dot{x}$. $\subseteq\alpha$
and $\dot{x}$. $\not\in V,$ Let $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ be the inverse limit of $\langle \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}}|n\in\omega\rangle$ as for the natural
projections and let $G_{\omega}$ be a $(1^{\Gamma},\mathrm{P}_{\omega})$-generic filter $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\backslash$ that $\langle T_{(n)}|n\in\omega\}\in G_{\omega}$ .
Let $\langle\lambda f_{n},j_{m,n}|\tau n \leq n\leq\omega\rangle$ be as in Theorem 3.5. Let $M=M_{\omega}$ , $j:=j_{0,\omega}$ and
$\kappa=\langle\prec$jo, $n(\kappa)|n\in\omega\}$ .
Work in $V[G_{\iota v}]$ . Let $\Gamma_{t}$ be a $(M, PR_{j(I)}^{+})$-generic filter generated by $t^{\wedge}\tilde{\kappa}$ . Let $x$
be the interpretation of $j(\dot{x})$ by $\Gamma_{\mathrm{t}}$ . Then because $\langle T_{(n1}|n\in\omega\rangle\in G" 1’\kappa[\prec n\in$ $\mathrm{j}(7)$
for each $n\in\omega$ and so $j$ ( $\langle$t, $T\rangle$ ) $\in\Gamma_{t}$ . Then, by the $\mathrm{e}\acute{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\dot{\mathrm{n}}$tarity of $j$ , $x$ $\subseteq$ a and
$x\not\in M.$ On the other hand, because $X_{\omega}$ is $\delta$-strategically closed, $x\in V.$ Because
$x\subseteq\alpha<\kappa_{:}x$ $=$ $7^{\mathrm{i}}(\mathrm{i})$ $\in M.$ This is a contradiction. $\square$
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Next we discuss $\aleph_{1}$ -semiproperness of $PR^{*}$ and $PR^{+}$ First we review $\aleph_{1^{-}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}-$
properness of partial orderings.
A $\mathrm{p}.0$ . $\mathrm{P}$ is called $tti$ -semiproper if there is a cardinal $\lambda>2^{2^{|tcl(\mathrm{F}11}}$ and a club
$C\subseteq.[H_{\lambda}]^{\omega}$ such that for every $N\in C$ and $p\in$ IF $\cap N,$ there is a $p^{*}\leq p$ which forces
$\zeta\xi N[C_{\tau}]\cap\omega_{1}^{V}=$ rV11 $\omega_{1}^{1^{\acute{J}}}$”. Here $G^{\dot{\gamma}}$ is the $\mathrm{c}$ anonical name of a $\mathrm{P}$-generic filter and, for
each $(V, \mathrm{P})$-generic filter $G$ , $N[G]:=$ { $’\dot{x}_{G}|\dot{x}$ is a $\mathrm{P}$ name $\Lambda’\dot{x}\in N$ }. We call the
above $p^{*}$ a semi master condition for $N$ .
Theorem 3.11. Let $\kappa$ be a regular uncountable cardinal and I be a normal pre-
cipitous ideal on $\kappa$ . Let $\sigma_{m,n}$ : $\mathrm{P}_{I^{m}}arrow$ Fjn be the natural complete embedding and
$\pi_{n,m}$ : $f_{I^{n}}arrow \mathrm{P}_{I^{m}}$ be the narural projection for $m\leq n\in v.$
(1) If the direct limit of $\langle \mathrm{P}_{I^{n}j}\sigma_{m,n}|m\leq n \in\omega\rangle$ $i_{\backslash }9S_{1}$ -sem.iproper then $PR_{I}^{\mathrm{r}}$ $?S$
$\aleph_{1}$ -semiproper.
(2) If the inverse limit of $\langle$ $\mathrm{P}_{l^{n}}$ , on, $m|m\leq n\in\omega\rangle$ is $\aleph_{1}$ -semiproper then $PR_{I}^{+}$
is $\aleph_{1}$ -semiproper.
Proof, (2) can be shown in the same way as (1). So we show only (1). Let $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ be
the direct limit of $\langle$$\mathrm{P}_{I^{n}},\sigma_{m,n}|m$ $\leq$ n $\in i\rangle$ ,
In $V^{\mathbb{L}}$ , let $\langle$A#$n$ , $j_{m,n}|m\leq n\leq\omega\rangle$ be as in Theorem 3.5 and let $M=M_{\omega}$ ,
$j=J’\acute{0}_{\omega},\cdot$ For each $t\in<$”g, let $\dot{\Gamma}_{t}$ be a $\mathrm{P}_{(v}$-name for the $(M, PR_{j(I)}^{*})$-generic filter
generated by $f^{\wedge}\langle jo,n(\mathrm{J}) |n\in\omega\rangle$ . Note that if $*\cdot\dot{t}\in V$ is a $PR_{I}^{*}$ name then $\mathrm{j}(\mathrm{x})$ $\in M$
is a $PR_{j(I)}$’-name. So there is a $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ name $\dot{a}\in V$ such that
$V^{\mathrm{P}_{w}}\mathrm{F}$
$‘\backslash ’\dot{a}=j(\#)_{\dot{\Gamma}}$, $:=$ the interpretation of $j(\dot{x})$ by $\dot{\Gamma}_{t}$ ”
In $\mathrm{f}^{\gamma}’$ , let A be a cardinal such that
$\mathrm{o}$ $\kappa$ , $I$ , $!_{1\mathrm{A}},$ , $PR_{I}^{*}\in H_{\lambda}$ ,
$\mathrm{o}$ If $i\in H_{\lambda}$ is a $PR_{I}^{*}$ name and $t\in<\omega\kappa$ then there is a $\mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ name $\dot{a}\in H_{\lambda}$
such that $V^{\mathrm{P}_{\omega}}\mathrm{F}$ $‘’.\dot{a}=j(i)_{\dot{\Gamma}_{t}}$ ”
Let $F$ : $H_{\lambda}arrow H\mathrm{x}$ be a function witnessing the second condition above, i.e. for each
$PR_{I}^{*}$ name $\dot{x}\in H_{\lambda}$ and $t\in<$” $\kappa$ , $F(\dot{x}, t)$ is a $\mathrm{P}_{5k},-$na me such that $1^{r\mathrm{j}\mu}\cdot$ $\mathrm{F}$ “ $F(i, t)=$
$j(\dot{x})_{\dot{\Gamma}_{t}}$ ”.
We show that if $N$ is a countable elementary submodel of $\langle H_{\lambda}, \in, F, \kappa, I, \ldots\rangle$ and
$\langle t, T\rangle\in N\cap PR_{I}^{*}$
. then there is a semi master condition for $N$ below $\langle t, T\rangle$ . Let
$N$ and $\langle t_{t}T\rangle$ be as above. Because IF, is $\aleph_{1}$-semiproper, there is a semi master
condition $p\in \mathrm{P}_{\omega}$ for $N$ . Let $G_{\omega}$ be a $(1^{r},\mathrm{P}_{\omega})$ -generic filter containing $p$ . In $V[G_{\omega}]$ ,
let $j$ and $M$ be as above. Note that $\omega_{1}$ is absolute among $V$ , $M$ and $V[G_{\omega}]$ .
We work in $V[G_{\omega}]$ . Let $\Gamma_{t}$ be the interpretation of $\Gamma_{t}$ by $G_{\omega}$ . Because $N$ is










$j(N)[\Gamma_{t}]=\{y\dot{\Gamma}_{t}|\dot{y}\in j(N)$ A $\dot{y}$ is a $PR_{j(I)}^{*}$ name
$=$ { $j(\dot{x},)_{\Gamma_{t}}|\dot{x}\in N\Lambda\dot{x}$ is a $7’ \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}_{f}^{*},$’name
$=$ { $\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{i}, t)_{G}$. $|$ $:\in N\Lambda$ ;i is a $PR_{I}^{*}$ name
$\subseteq N[G_{\omega}]$
So, because $j$ [ $\omega_{1}=.id$ and $G_{\omega}$ contains $p$ ,
$j(N)[\mathrm{I} t]$ $\cap\omega_{1}\subseteq N[G_{\omega}]\cap\omega_{1}=N\cap\omega_{1}\subseteq j(N)\cap\omega_{1}$
and thus $j(\mathrm{A})[\mathrm{I}t]$ $\cap)1$ $=j(N)\cap\omega_{1}$ . This implies that there is a semi master




master condition for $j$’ (N) below $j((t, T))$”. So, by elementarity of ), $V\mathrm{F}$ “there is
a semi master condition for $N$ below $\langle t, T\rangle$ ” , $\square$
Corollary 3.12. Let $\kappa$ be a regular uncountable cardinal and I be a normal ideal
on $\kappa$ .
(1) If I is $i_{\mathit{1}}$ -saturated then $PR_{I}^{*}$ is $C^{\mathit{1}_{1}}$ -serniproper.
(2) If I is $\omega+1$ -strategically closed then $PR_{l}^{\mathrm{i}-}$ is $\aleph_{1}$ -semiproper.
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